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Chapter I. INTRODUCTION 
General statement of the problem. The problems which confront 
the instrumental music teacher and student concerning the mechanical 
functioning of each individual instrument, have been with us for a long 
while . They are constant and may be expected to be present for some 
time to come. Many teachers of instrumental music have not had, as 
part of their experience, practicum dealing with the care and repair of 
the various instruments. As a consequence, a decision as to the care 
or repair of a particular instrument is often approached in the nature 
of an experiment. If the physical property used in conducting the experi-
ment was not so costly, namely the instrument itself, the experimental 
efforts might have merit. 'When dealing with such an expensive commodity , 
however , there is no margin, and often no time, for error. There is a 
definite lack of published material available to an individual which will 
assist him to understand the mechanical and physical characteristics of 
all band and orchestral instruments. Since this is of great significance 
to the instrumental music teacher, it is hoped that this handbook will 
present practical and useful information concerning the care and repair 
of all band and orchestral instruments. It is intended to be a functional 
reference through which teachers and music education students in particu-
lar, may become acquainted with the nomenclature and mechanical 
characteristics of each specific instrument. Suggested procedures for 
their maintenance and repair will be offered on the basis of personal 
observations and inquiries as well as research into this area. 
Significance of the problem. The motivating agents for this thesis 
were two-fold. The .first was a personal desire to understand more fully 
the mechanics and make-up of the various instruments. The second was 
the realization that many of my .fellow students are greatly concerned 
with regard to their individual limitations as related to the care and 
repair o.f the instruments. Certainly, every instrumental music teacher 
must have some knowledge of the minor adjustments which must be 
performed on the instruments in the typical school instrumental situation. 
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Definition of terms. Certain terms will be of particular significance 
only when used in conjunction with the explanation of a specific instrument 
and will be dealt with under the appropriate headings . The nomencla ture 
for each instrument is described at the beginning of each chapter through 
the use of illustrations of the various instruments. 
Delimitations. This handbook will be concerned with all of the 
instruments of the woodwind, brass, and string families. No attempt 
will be made, however, to outline repair and maintenance technique s for 
certain members of the percussion .family. Instruments such as the piano, 
harp, glockenspiel and chimes will not be discussed. Since the objective 
is to offer a functional manual, this thesis will deal only with the methods 
of repair which can be successfully performed by the instrumental music 
teacher. In the event that a repair problem is evaluated to be of a more 
complex nature, requiring the attention of a specially trained person, it 
will be so stated. 
Statement of the specific problem. This is a study concerning 
the mechanical difficulties which arise in teaching instrumental music 
and the means of providing assistance for their prevention and correction. 
Sources of data. Textbooks containing pertinent information 
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were used to acquire technical information for this thesis as were manuals 
pertaining to the care and repair of the various instruments. Several 
professional periodicals and catalogs also served as reference material. 
Many instrument manufacturing companies, upon request, provided brochures 
which suggested procedures for the care and repair of their particular instru-
ments. A listing of these companies is contained in the bibliography. 
In order to evaluate the extent to which music educators are con-
cerned with the repair of instruments and all of its implications, a 
questionnaire was sent to one-hundred and fifty instrumental music 
teachers loca ted in high schools throughout New England. Seventy- three, 
or approximately fifty per cent ?f these questionnaires were returned and 
evaluated. A copy of the letter o.f introduction and questionnaire may be 
.found in the appendix. 
The questionnaire consisted of two pages and was divided into two 
sections. The first section was concerned with ascertaining a diversity 
of information about the instrumental music teacher , his school situation 
and the facilities available to him for instrument repair work. The .first 
question asked the teacher to name his tov;m or city. ~xt, he was asked to 
give the enrollment of his high school and indicate whether it was a three 
or four yea r high school. This information was needed to determine the 
average enrollment of the schools from which questionnaires were returned. 
Question three asked the teacher to indicate the enrollment of his high 
school instrumental program. Then he was asked to state whether or not 
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the services of a professional repairman were available to him in his 
particular location. If his answer was in the affirmative, he was asked to 
indicate whether he considered the repairman to be a specialist on the brass , 
woodwind, string or percussion instruments. 
Questions five through nine were specifically designed to obtain 
information about the instrumental music teacher. Question five asked 
whether he performed most of the necessary repairs during the course of 
the school year. Next, he was asked whether or not he had ever received 
formal training pertaining to instrument repair work. Question seven asked . 
whether he had a repair kit available and question eight asked him to indi-
cate how many of the most essential r epair tools were at his disposal. 
Several tools were listed and the teacher was asked to check the ones 
which were available to him. Then, question nine asked him to state whether 
he owned a repair manual or handbook. 
Question number ten asked the teacher to indicate whether he sends 
his instruments to the manufacturer for repairs and re-conditioning and 
question number eleven asked him to indicate whether he sends his instru-
ments to a local repairman for repairs and re-conditioning. Then, in 
question twelve, the teacher was a sked to signify whether his school pays 
only for the repair of school owned instruments. If his answer was in the 
affirmative , then question thirteen was to be answered by listing all of the 
school owned instruments. If the answer to the question was in the negative, 
the teacher was asked to list the entire complement of instruments contained 
in the high school, under question thirteen. Each instrument was listed and 
the teacher was asked to .fill in the appropriate number for his high school 
along side each instrument. Question fourteen asked the teacher to esti-
mate the amount of funds spent for instrument repair during the course 
of a year. The objective in asking questions thirteen and .fourteen was 
to determine the amount o.f money spent on each instrument, for repairs, 
during the course of a year. Question .fourteen completed the first section. 
The second section was concerned with obtaining information 
regarding the instruments themselves. The first question in section two 
asked the instrumental music teacher to indicate the family of instruments 
which he felt required the most .frequent repairs. Question two asked him 
to indicate the instruments of the brass family which he considered 
required the most frequent repairs. This was done by suggesting that 
he place a number one (#1) along side the instrument which he felt required 
the most frequent repairs and then rank them through number six (#6) .for 
the one which he felt required the least frequent repairs. Question three 
in section two asked the teacher to rank the woodwind instruments in the 
s ame manner. Question number four asked the teacher to list the repairs 
which he found had to be performed most frequently on each individual 
instrument. This included all of the instruments of the brass, woodwind, 
and string .families. Only the snare drum and tympani were listed for 
the percussion family. The objective in incorporating this particular 
question into the questionnaire was so that special attention could be given 
in the thesis to an explanation of the repairs which are most frequently 
performed on each instrument. 
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Chapter II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The technique of instrument repair is one about which very little 
has been published. The personnel who a re now actively engaged in this 
field, have for the most part, received their technical knowledge through 
many years of apprenticeship under skilled repairmen of the older genera-
tion. Specific repair techniques have been verbally communicated through 
the years and the necessary skills have been acquired through supervised 
practicum. The portion of this valuable information which has found its 
way into textbook or manuals is indeed negligible. There are, hm;>;,ever, 
some very significant publications regarding the care and repair of band 
and orchestral instruments and several will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs . 
Violin Making, Past and Present, by Edward Heron-Allen, gives 
the reader a thorough understanding of the technical problems which must 
be considered when a string instrument is being manufactured. The improve -
ments which have been incorporated into the art of violin making over the 
years are explained and justified. 
Instrumental Technique for Orchestra and Band, written by J. E. 
Maddy and T.· P. Giddings is essentially designed to assist the instrumen-
tal music teacher with pedagogical problems. One of the several appendices 
in the book, however, contains several helpful suggestions regarding 
instrument care and repair. 
The most complete repair handbook for band instruments i s 
published by the Erick Brand Company of Elkhart, Indiana . The book is 
- 7-
entitled the Band Instrument Repairing Manual and has been publis hed in 
four editions; 1939, 1942, 1945 and 1946. The l a test edition also conta ins 
limited material perta ining to the repair of the string instruments . Mr. 
Brand's book is primarily intended for professional r epairmen but is 
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written in such a way that the material presented can be r eadily compre-
hended by a person with only limited experience. There a r e a gr eat many 
repairs which are outlined in this particular m anual that cannot be performed 
by the average instrumental teacher, however, since they r equire special 
tools and definite technical ability. 
HowTb Care For Your Instrument is a C. G. Conn publication which 
i s concerned, to a great extent, with the preventive measures which should 
be taken with each instrument in order to avoid r epair problems . The care 
of the instrument is presented as paramount and if the content is thoroughly 
digested and adhered to, very few repairs will be required on any individual 
ins trument. 
The Avedis Zildjian Company of North Quincy, Massachusetts 
publishes a small handbook written by J ohn P. Noonan entitled Notes On 
Ba nd and Orchestral Cymbals . This is a very concise booklet in which 
Mr. Noonan presents several valuable hints on the care a nd preservation 
of the cymbal s . 
Percussion Technique , vol s . I and III, published by 0, Pagani and 
Brothers of New York, is written by Samuel C. Rowland. Ther e are six 
volumes in all and each contains some information r egarding the care and 
r epair of the various percussion instruments. In addition, there are tech-
nical studies for the percussion instruments and marching procedures 
.for drum and bugle corps in all o.f the volumes. Mr. Rowland also specifies 
the correct instrumentation, .for various combinations of instruments, 
which should be used in drum and bugle corps. 
You Fix Them, which is published by the Scherl and Roth Instru-
ment Company of Cleveland, Ohio, is probably the most complete repair 
manual available dealing with the string instruments. All of the informa -
tion in this manual is addressed to music educators in particular and is 
written so that it will be of particular value to them. The general 
specifications .for each string instrument which is used in the instrumental 
programs of our schools is given along with the specifications for the 
necessary accessories for each string instrument. These specifications, 
.for the most part, have been determined by the Music Educators National 
Conference. A list of the recent developments with regard to the string 
instruments, is also presented. 
Haskell W. Harr has inserted several pertinent sections of 
information, regarding the care and repair of the percussion instruments, 
in his Drum Method For Orchestra and Band, Book I. This method book 
is published by theM. M. Cole Publishing Company of Chicago, lllinois 
and almost every instrument of the percussion .family is mentioned. 
The Continental Repair Tools Catalog published by the Continental 
Music Company of Evanston, Illinois contains a listing and illustration of 
the tools which are used in instrument repair work. 
The Reed Players Handbook has a listing and illustration of the 
accessories which are necessary for the woodwind instruments. The 
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accessories .for the double reed instruments are the speciality of this 
particular publication which is published by the Jack Spratt Woodwind 
Shop of Old Greenwich, Connecticut. 
The Music Educators Journal, the Educational Music Magazine, 
and The Instrumentalist are the periodicals from which information is 
taken. 
The Music Educators Journal is published by the Music Educators 
National Conference and is their o.fficial periodicaL The Music Educators 
National Conference offices are located at 64 East Jackson Boulevard, 
Chicago 4, Illinois. Mr. Robert Schulenburg wrote two articles in 1940 
entitled the "Care of Band Instruments" which deal with all of the band 
instruments and suggest several helpful and informative facts dealing with 
the repair of these instruments as well. 
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The articles used as reference which were taken from the Educational 
Music Magazine were written by Robert Barkley and Harold Harvey in 
1937 and 1938 respectively. Mr .. Barkley's article deals with the .fitting of 
the various component parts of the various instruments, while Mr. Harvey's 
article is entitled "First Aid in Violin Classes." Mr. Harvey suggests 
several emergency repairs which can be made when certain parts of the 
violin become defective without warning. 
The articles which appear in The Instrumentalist were written by 
Wilbur Simpson, Osmund Gible , Chelsea Fraser, Haskell Harr, and Owen 
Myers. Mr. Simpson's article deals with the care and adjustment of 
bassoon reeds, while Mr. Gible's articles pertain to the repair of all wood-
wind instruments. Mr. Fraser wrote a diversity of articles on techniques 
to be employed in repairing the string instruments. Mr. Barr's article 
was entitled "Care and Importance of Drum Heads." Mr. Meyers gave 
suggestions regarding the procedure to be used when replacing the thumb 
key pads on the clarinet as well as hints on repairing body cracks and 
leaking pads. 
ll 
Evaluation of the Questionnaire 
Part I 
1. Name of town or ~ity. 
2. The average enrollment of the high schools from which completed 
questionnaires were received i s indicated for each state with the over-
all average given a t the bottom. The percentage of these s chools which 
were four year high schools is also stipulated. 
a. Rhode Island 
b. Vermont 
-e. Connecticut 
d. New Hampshire 
e. Massachusetts 
.f. Maine 
Combined average 
800 students; average enrollment 
57% were four year high schools 
330 students; average enrollment 
100% were four year high schools 
939 students; average enrollment 
50% were four year high schools 
540 students; average enrollment 
80% were four year high schools 
1025 students; average enrollment 
77% were .four year high schools 
865 students ; average enrollment 
80% were four year high schools 
798 students 
74% four yea.r high schools 
3. The average number of students which were enrolled in the instrumental 
programs at these various high schools is given for each state with the 
over-all average following. 
a. Rhode Island 66 students 
b. Vermont 63 students 
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4. 
c. Connecticut 93 students 
d . New Hampshire 71 s tudents 
e . Massachusetts 85 students 
f. Maine 70 students 
Combined average 74 students 
A. The percentage o.f instrumental music teachers who have a profes-
sional instrument repairman available is as follows: 
a. Rhode Island 55% 
b. Vermont 71% 
c. Connecticut 83% 
d. New Hampshire 60% 
e . Massachusetts 55% 
f. Maine 66% 
Combined average 65% 
B · Those teachers who consider the repa ir man to be a brass instrument 
specialist are as follows : 
a. Rhode Island 55% 
b. Vermont 55% 
c. Connecticut 83% 
d. New Hampshire 20% 
e . Massachusetts 27% 
f . Maine 44% 
Combined aver age 4'1% 
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C. Those teachers who consider the repairman to be a woodwind instru-
ment specialist are indicated in the following percentages: 
a. Rhode Island 43% 
b. Vermont 55% 
c. Connecticut 75% 
d. New Hampshire 30% 
e. Massachusetts 38% 
f. Maine 44% 
Combined average 48% 
D. Those teachers who consider the repairman to be a string instrument 
specialist are indicated in the .following percentages : 
a. Rhode Island 28% 
b. Vermont 43% 
c. Connecticut 50% 
d. New Hampshire 30% 
e. Massachusetts 33% 
f. Maine 31% 
Combined a~erage -"S6% 
E. Those teachers 'who consider the repairman to be a percussion 
instrument specialist are indicated in the following percentages: 
a. Rhode Island 
b. Vermont 
c. Connecticut 
d. New Hampshire 
43% 
28% 
33% 
20% 
14 
e. Massachusetts 38% 
.f. Maine 44% 
Combined average 31% 
5. The percentage of instrumental music teachers who perform most of 
the repairs during the course of the year is as follows: 
a. Rhode Island 29% 
b. Vermont 43% 
c. Connecticut 50% 
d. New Hampshire 30% 
e. Massachusetts 33% 
f. Maine 22% 
Combined average 31% 
6. The percentage of instrumental music teachers who have had .formal 
training pertaining to repa iring instruments is as .follows: 
a. Rhode Island none 
b. Vermont none 
c. Connecticut 16% 
d. New Hampshire 30% 
e. Massachusetts 11% 
f. Maine none 
Combined average 9% 
7. The following percentages of teachers have a repair kit available: 
a. Rhode Island 28% 
15 
16 
b. Vermont 42% 
c. Connecticut 66% 
d. New Hampshire 30% 
e. Massachusetts 38% 
f. Maine 66% 
Combined average 450';() 
8. The percentages after each item indicate the number of teachers who 
have the specific tools. 
a. Work bench 33% f. Set of small faced s crew-
drivers 66% 
b. Bench vhe 33% 
g. Needle - nose pliers 49% 
c. Bunsen Burner 29% 
h. Repair knife 65% 
d. Wooden mallet 42% 
i. Soldering iron 38% 
e. Repair hammer 31% 
j. Hand file 66% 
k. Tweezers 73% 
9. The .following percentages indicate those teachers who have a repair 
manual or handbook at their disposal. 
a. Rhode Island 35% 
b. Vermont 28% 
c. Connecticut 50% 
d. New Hampshire 40% 
e. Massachusetts 55% 
.f. Maine 33% 
Combined average 40% 
10. The following percentages indicate the number o.f instrumental teachers 
who send various instruments to the manufacturer for major repair 
work or re-conditioning. 
a. Rhode Island 55% 
b. Vermont 55% 
c. Connecticut 33% 
d. New Hampshire 50% 
e . Massachusetts 44% 
f. Maine 66% 
Combined average 58% 
ll. The following percentages indica te the number o.f instrumental teachers 
who send various instruments to local repairmen. 
a. Rhode Island 100% 
b. Vermont 28% 
c. Connecticut 100% 
d. New Hampshire 40% 
e. Massachusetts 72% 
.f. Maine 55% 
Combined average 0~ 
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12. Without exception, all o.f the schools answering the questionnaire paid cillyfor 
the repair and re -conditioning o.f school owned instruments. 
13. The average amount spent yearly on the repair and re-conditioning of 
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school owned instruments is indicated below. 
a. Schools owning between 100 and 125 instruments spend $390. 
b. Schools owning between 75 and 100 instruments spend $325. 
c. Schools owning between 50 and 75 instruments spend $175. 
d. Schools owning between 25 and 50 instruments spend $148. 
e. Schools owning under 25 instruments spend $ 62. 
Part II 
1. The percentages over the various families of instruments indicate the 
number of instrumental music teachers who .consider that the most 
frequent repairs must be performed on that specific group. 
10% 
~rass--
61% 
Woodwind 
17% 12% 
string Percussion 
2. It was the opinion of the teachers who answered the questionnaire that 
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the most frepuent repairs have to be performed on the members of the 
brass .family as indicated below. Number one designates the one reqUiring 
the most frequent, through number six .for the instrument requiring the 
least .frequent repairs. 
5 Alto Horn 1 Trombone 
--- ----
3 French Horn _ _:_ __ 6 Baritone Horn 
----
4 Trumpet or Cornet 2 Basses 
---- ----
3. The .frequency o.f repairs which must be per.formed on the members of 
the woodwind .family are indicated in like manner. 
3 Flute 5 Bass Clarinet 
---- ----
2 Oboe 7 Bassoon 
---- ----
1 __ 4 ___ Saxophone Clarinet 
-----
6 Alto Clarinet 
4. The specific repairs which are most .frequently performed on each 
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instrument a re listed below. 
A. Flute 
---
a. pad replacement 
b. spring replacement 
c. adjusting bent keys 
B. Oboe 
a. pad replacement 
b. spring replacement 
c. alignment of keys 
c. Clarinet 
a. pad replacement 
b. spring replacement 
c . . adjusting bent keys 
D. Alto and Bass Clarinets 
a. pad replacement 
b. alignment o.f keys 
c. re-seating pads 
E. Bassoon 
a. pad replacement 
b. re - seating pads 
c. alignment o.f keys 
F. Saxophone 
a. pad replacement 
b. spring replacement 
c. re - seating pads 
G. French Horn 
a . replacing valve string 
b. stuck slides 
c. stuck mouthpieces 
H. Trumpets, Cornet and Alto Horn 
a. stuck slides 
b. frozenvalves 
c. stuck mouthpieces 
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I. Trombone 
a. removal o.f dents in slides 
b. .frozen tuning slide · 
c. defective water key 
J. Baritone Horn 
a. frozen valves 
b. stuck slides 
c. bent tubing 
K. Tuba and Sousap~one 
a . frozen valves 
b. bent shanks 
c. stuck slides 
L. Violins and Violas 
a. broken strings 
b. broken ta il-gut 
c. broken bridge 
M. Cellos and Bass Viols 
a. broken strings 
b. broken bridges 
·c. cracks inflicted by careless handling 
N. Percussion 
a. replacement of heads 
b. re-lapping heads 
c. bent tension screws and rods 
PLATE I 
;yO(ITHPIEC£ 
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CHAPTER III, The Woodwind Instruments 
Clarinets. The moisture that forms in the bore o.f the clarinet 
should always be wiped dry after the instrument has been played upon. 
The clarinet should be taken apart, and the corners in the joint sockets 
and the ends of the tenons carefully wiped dry. The best way o.f drying 
the bore is by the use o.f the so-called "draw-through swab". The compo-
sition of these swabs consists merely of a piece of good quality chamois 
skin attached to a piece of linen cord. Ordinary cloth should not be used 
since it will leave lint in the tone holes of the clarinet which will eventually 
affect the intonation of the instrument. Cloth swabs also have a tendency 
to become frayed and may catch on the register key post. A small metal 
weight is attached to the other end of the cord. This weight is dropped 
through the bore of the instrument and the chamois is then pulled through 
by the cord. It is very important not to use a chamois that is too large for 
the bore since it may become wedged. In the event that the cord should 
break, leaving the chamois stuck in the bore of the instrument, it can be 
removed with patience. Simply fashion a hook at the end of a piece of steel 
wire and snag the chamois. Pull it in the opposite direction from which it 
was .first drawn. Do not attempt to push it through the bore as this effort 
will only serve to wedge it more securely. It may be necessary to wipe out 
(swab) the bore of the clarinet several times before all of the moisture is 
removed. With a wood clarinet this is very important, however, since it 
aids materially in keeping the instrument from cracking. If an exceptional 
amount of moisture is blown into the instrument causing the pads to become 
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soaked, place a piece of thin, absorbant paper under each pad and press 
them against the paper .for a few moments. This will absorb all excess 
moisture and add many months of service to the life of pads. Wet pads 
should always be blotted dry before the instrument is put away because 
the drying effect of moisture on the pads is especially detrimental, causing 
them to become hard and cracked. Gum should never be chewed while 
playing a woodwind instrument since the sugar in the gum will cause sticky 
pads. 
Cracking. There is no need to be alarmed if a clarinet cracks. 
Experienced professional cla rinet players often play instruments which 
have been repaired because of being cracked. In effect , many fine old 
clarinets have been repaired in several places and are still being used to 
good advantage. 
Wood is a product of nature and cannot be standardized. From the 
time the grenadilla wood log is cut from the wasteland of Mozambique 
or Madagascar, South Africa, up to the finished clarinet, .fully ninety 
per cent o.f the wood has been discarded through expert sawing, careful 
selection, long years o.f curing, treating in oil, and repeated inspection. 
The wood in .fine clarinets is as nearly per.fect as human skill and 
experience can get it. And, yet a certain percentage of clarinets will 
crc:-ck .in spitl of everything, and even though they receive expert care 
wh1le 1n use. . 
Humidity is the reason for cracks in wood instruments. The air 
when dry has a tendency to absorb moisture from anyplaee it can. Wood 
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will soak up moisture and as a result, will expand. When the dry air absorbs 
the moisture from the wood, the wood shrinks. Because of the thickness of 
lc.G. Conn, How To Care For Y-our Instrument, E~khart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, W50, p. 26. 
the wood used in making the clarinet, it cannot expand or swell evenly 
when impregnated with water from the inside, nor to shrink evenly when 
drying from the outside. Hence, the pressure o.f the wet wood on the inside 
of the bore causes the dry wood on the outside of the instrument to crack. 
Therefore, as was stated previously, a wood instrument should never be 
put away before the inside bore has been thoroughly wiped or swabbed in 
order to void all of the excess moisture . Nothing can prevent wood from 
cracking if water is allowed to soak into the grain. On the basis of the 
previous statement, it would certainly follow that the bore of a clarinet 
should never be cleaned by running water through the bore. Beginning 
students should be cautioned as to the harmful effects that this will have 
on the instrument. \Nhenever possible, leave the case open so that what-
ever moisture is left after the swabbing process, may evaporate as quickly 
as possible. If a wood instrument could be kept in an atmosphere of even 
humidity, there would be little danger of its cracking. A humidity gauge 
is a valuable asset to any room where instruments are kept. During the 
winter months, in rooms that are artificially heated, there is the greatest 
danger. Such rooms should be kept at a relative humidity of about fifty 
degrees. Too much moisture may cause springs to rust and wood to erack 
when drying begins. In the summer, when the humidity is especially high, 
it is a good idea to carry a piece of camphor in the instrument case . This 
will absorb moisture and will retard corrosion and tarnish. 
Oiling. To prevent loose and noisy keys, the mechanism should be 
oiled very spairingly with a commercial key oil or non-gumming clock oil. 
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Too much oil should not be used or allowed to .flow over the body of the 
instrument, it will accumulate dust and slow down the action of the keys. 
A small wire or toothpick dipped in oil will hold enough for one applica-
tion. For best results, however, the "Hypo Action Oiler" should be used. 
This device is pictured on page twenty-.four of Repairmen's Catalog, No. 1, 
published by the Continental Music Company of Evanston, Illinois. Put a 
drop of oil on each bearing, key hinge, and other points of friction. This 
will keep the action smooth and prevent wear. Many times sticky keys are 
due to dry mechanism. The bore of a wood clarinet should also be oiled 
with a good quality of commercial bore linseed oil, or pure olive oil. 
Before your clarinet leaves the factory it has been thoroughly 
treated in oil, usually including a year submerged in oil. And yet 
you must continue oiling it. It will not absorb much oil, .for it was 
thoroughly impregnated, but methodical oiling is necessary as long 
as ·you use the instrument. The new clarinet must be oiled once or 
twice each week .for the .first three or four weeks. After that, it must 
be oiled once a month for about six to eight months. By this time it 
is pretty well saturated with oil and will absorb very little more. 
Two or three times a year are sufficient usually after the first eight 
or nine months.l 
The oiling procedure is much the same as that used in swabbing 
out the excess moisture after playing. One important consideration is 
that the oiling should be done before the instrument is to be played. To 
oil, merely soak a cloth or .chamois in any of the oils described above. 
Wring out as much o.f the oil as possible apd then use the cloth or chamois 
as a swab. Attach the cord and weight and pull it through the bore two or 
three times. If -the cord should happen to break, draw it out by using the 
lc.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1950, p. 26. 
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wire hook being careful to draw it out the end from which it was inserted. 
Care should be taken to cover the pads over closed holes with little squares 
of paper to protect them from the oil. If the soft skin pads are exposed to 
an excessive amount of oil, they will become dry and hard and as a conse-
quence will not seal the tone hole effectively. The tone hole which is 
covered by the register key should be checked to be sure that no dirt which 
could partially close it has been dragged into it as a result of the s~abbing. 
Use a pipe cleaner or feather to clean it out. 
Extremely dry climatic conditions are not good for wood instru-
ments and all precautions should be taken to prevent them from drying 
out. Hot, dry rooms in winter should be avoided and a wood instrument 
should never be allowed to stand near a hot air register or radiator. 
Extremely dry conditions can be partially offset by carrying a humidifier 
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in the case along with the instrument. Any music dealer can supply them. 
When the wood is unusually dry, the bell, body, and barrel joint rings become 
loose. The instrument should never be assembled when this is the case. 
These rings are designed to reinforce the places where the wood is most 
apt to crack while the instrument is being put together. When these rings 
are loose they no longer protect these delicate joints and, therefore, it is 
advisable not to assemble the instrument until it has swelled enough to 
tighten these rings. 
Greasing. The cork on the tenons should be kept well greased, with 
either cork grease or tallow, at all times. In so doing, a great deal of expense 
which arises from broken tenons and damaged key action can be avoided. 
Cork grease serves two distinct .functions in that it retains the resiliency 
of the cork and preserves it, and in addition, it makes the joints easier to 
put together and take apart. Special care should be given to the middle 
tenon, for it is thin and is located in between two long joints where the 
.force of leverage is greatest. When tenons are not greased properly so 
as to allow freedom of action, it is often necessary to use considerable 
force to assemble and take the joints apart. As a result, several keys 
and rods may be bent or twisted. The tenon is the part of an instrument 
joint which fits into the socket of another joint from the same instrument. 
The tenon is shown in Figure l. 
~rENON I(E:C£1V£f?. 
I +BODY 
Figure 1 
If the joints continue to .fit together with difficulty after several 
applications of grease, it may be because the cork covering the tenon has 
swelled and is too large. If so, use a .fine grade sandpaper to take it down 
a little and then grease it again. Do not sand down too much, or when dry 
climatic conditions .prevail the wood and cork will both shrink and the fit 
will then be too loose. In fitting the tenon into its receiver, use a twisting 
motion rather than trying to force them together in a pushing fashion. 
After the clarinet has been played upon, all of the perspiration 
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deposited .from the hands should be wiped dry with a small pieee of chamois. 
To keep the keys and rods clean, use jeweler's rouge on a soft, lintless 
cloth, and wipe them off. Do not get the rouge on the pads or in the key 
bearings. About once a week the dust that becomes deposited under the 
keys should be brushed off with a small, soft camel's hair brush. Such a 
brush should be about one-half inch wide and can be purchased at any paint 
store. 
Metal Clarinets. The care of the metal clarinet is the same as .for 
the wood clarinet with the exception of the oiling process. The swab should 
be used to dry the bore after playing and just as with the wood clarinet, 
all precautions should be taken not to get the pads wet. Never wash out the 
bore with water. An occasional coating of thin oil may be applied to the 
inside bore in order to prevent rusting. Again, be sure to avoid exposing 
any of the pads to the oil. To clean the outside of the instrument a simple, 
but satisfa-ctory cleaner can be made by mixing a tablespoonful of .fine 
grade whiting in a half glass of denatured alcohol. Stir the whiting well, 
apply lightly, and rub off carefully when dry. Use a soft piece of flannel 
.for this purpose, as other cloth is liable to scratch. Care should be taken 
to keep all cleaning materials off the pads, as they will make the pads hard. 
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Care of the Woodwind Mouthpiece. The woodwind mouthpiece requires 
only the simplest care. Clean the mouthpiece frequently. The best way to 
do this is to push the twisted end o.f a handkerchief or a clean rag through 
the bore. Do this several times until all of the moisture has been removed. 
Do not pull the cloth against the tip of the mouthpiece, but straight out as 
illustra ted in Figure 2. 
A small amount of dirt in the chamber of the mouthpiece or in the 
groves and corners affects its blowing qualities. In order to prevent this 
accumulation of matter it is a good policy to wash out the mouthpiece 
frequently. This will keep the mouthpiece sanitary and free-blowing at 
all times. The best cleaner .for this is luke-warm water and castile soap. 
Do not use hot water. Hot water will warp and discolor mouthpieces made 
of rubber or of plastic, and it will usually crack a mouthpiece made o.f 
glass. Acids and chemicals a re generally not recommended .for cleaning 
and sanitary purposes. If the mouthpiece and reed are washed regularly, 
ordinary soap and water will keep them .fresh and clean. Never drop a 
"draw-through swab" weight through the bore of the mouthpiece, especially 
1 A. Selmer, Instructive Talks To Clarinetists, Elkha rt, Indiana, H. & A. 
Selmer, Inc., 1952, p. 17. 
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if it is a crystal (glass) mouthpiece. There is the danger that the tip o.f the 
mouthpiece will be chipped or broken off as the weight passes through. The 
inside of the tip o.f the mouthpiece, or lay, may be cleaned by wiping it out 
with a soft cloth drawn over it with the end of th~ forefinger. The ligature 
should always be loosened on the mouthpiece before it is put away. Constant 
pressure o.f a tight ligatur e is liable to warp the facing and in time may 
even cause a constriction in the chamber. The cap which .fits over the mouth-
piece should a lways be placed in position when the mouthpiece is not in use. 
This will prevent breaking the reed and will also serve to guard the mouth-
piece .from becoming marred or chipped. If the cork on the mouthpiece 
becomes compressed until the mouthpiece tends to drop of.f, there is 
nothing to do but recork the mouthpiece. 
Care of Reeds. It is best to ca rry woodwind reeds in a tight .fitting 
case or if possible, in an oiled silk cloth. In the event tha t reeds are 
_carried on one's person, they should be carried so that they will not come 
in contact with body heat. This has a drying effect which is harmful to 
the reeds. 
The cane from which reeds a re made is a water plant and does not 
like hot, dry weather. Do not store reeds in a dry , overhea ted room. 
This lakes the life out of reeds and is liable to cause them to cra ck and 
split. 
Clarinet reeds should be .flattened against a piece of glass , pla stic, 
or non-rusting metal while they dry after being played. This will keep the 
l c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrum ent Company, 1950, p. 35. 
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tip from drying with wrinkles or waves in it. The best way to remove excess 
s aliva .from the reed is by pressing it against a piece o.f pla stic or glass . 
The reed should be occasionally washed in lukewarm water . This will remove 
bacteria which causes mold. Either mold or mildew will ruin woodwind reeds . 
When putting the reed on the mouthpiece , it is less l ikely .to become 
split if you put the ligature loosely on the mouthpiece first and then slip 
the reed under the ligature. Al so, whenever the mouthpiece is not in use, 
place the mouthpiece cap on to protect the reed from being chipped or split . 
Assembl ing the Clarinet. Many times keys and rods are bent by 
a ssembling the clarinet ha stily or improperly. Much money and inconvenience 
can be spared if this is done with patience and if the correct procedures 
are followed. The .following chapter will describe the m ethod which should 
be used in putting the instrument together . 
There are .five sections to assembl e in putting the cla rinet together; 
the barr el , the upper joint, the lower joint, the bell and the mouthpiece . 
They a re most conveniently a ssembled in the .following order: 
1. attach the upper and lower joints . 
2. a tta ch the bell to the l ower joint. · 
3. a ttach the barrel to the upper joint. 
4 . a ttach the mouthpiece to the ba rrel. 
Hold the upper joint in the left hand with the fingers around and 
covering the three open holes . Be especially careful to depress the D a nd A 
key. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Figure 3 
This will protect the bridge keys which c;onnect the key system 
.from the upper to lower joints. One key on the upper joint rides above the 
companion key on the lower joint. By depressing the D and A key, the key 
on the upper joint is lifted so that when the two joints are twisted together, 
with a rotating motion, the bridge keys do not snag each other a nd become 
bent. The bridge keys are illustrated in Figure 4. 
8RtDG£ KEYS 
Figure 41 
1c. G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1950, p . 28 . 
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The lower joint should be held well down at the end away from the 
bridge key as illustrated in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 
Grasp both upper and lower joints .firmly so that when the twisting 
motion is applied to connect them, the hands will not slip back and forth 
over the keys. This can result in bent or broken keys and rods . Also, hold 
the two se-etions in such a way that the tone holes that have metal rings 
around them are somewhere nearly in line with one another. Do not hold 
one section in such a position that in order to aline it properly, it must be 
completely turned a round. In connecting the upper and lower joints, turn 
them a little in opposite directions, back and forth, until they fit up against 
one another. Then adj ust the bridge keys so tha t the upper key is directly 
over the l ower bridge key. As was previously s tated, when this rotating 
motion is applied, hold the sections .firmly. Do not wiggle the joints side -
ways in assembling the instrument, since this has a tendency to break off 
the cork covered tenons . The twisting or rotating motion is employed to 
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prevent this and also to protect the cork .from becoming cracked or chipped. 
The next part to be added is the bell. To do this, gr asp the lower 
joint with the l eft hand, approximately in the same position as was used by 
the right hand in assembling the lower joint to the upper joint. Then with 
the same twisting motion, r otate the bell until it fits against the l ower joint. 
The barrel should be assembled next. Grasp the upper joint with 
the l eft hand exactly as illus tra ted in Figure 3. The barrel may be connec-
ted with the twisting motion described previously. Many cla rinetists rest 
the bell of the instrument on their bodies to steady the instrument while 
assembling the barrel. 
The mouttpiece is then connected in the same way that the barrel 
was. If the joints fit together firmly, it is possible to grasp the instrument 
at the joint where the upper joint a nd barrel meet while twisting the mouth-
piece into position. In any event, it is a good policy to rest the instrument 
against one ' s body to prevent the lower joint and bell .from coming loose 
and dropping off the clarinet, caus ing serious dam age . If the sections fit 
too tightly, apply a small amount of grease and try to assembl e them again. 
If they still are too snug, use fine sandpaper to take them down a little, 
grease the cork once more and fit them together. 
General Repairs Made on the Clarinet. On the basis of the answers 
given in the questionnair e, the repair tha t is most frequently performed on 
the clarinet is the replacement of pads . A great deal of practice will be 
required in or der to correctly replace and seat a pad. The following para-
graphs will suggest ce rta in specific procedures which should result in an 
a cceptable job. 
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Re-padding a Woodwind Instrument. In order to re-pad a key 
correctly, certain equipment is needed. This consists of the .following : 
1. A needle which should be mounted in a cork or small wooden 
handle. 
2. A pad leveling tool (pad irons, pad slick). This is a .flat strip 
of metal 1/32" thick and several inches long. 
3. Pad cement or stick shellac. 
4. Either a bunsen burner or alcohol lamp. 
The first step in re -padding a particular key is to puncture the new 
pad on the edge with a needle so that it will not swell when the a ir, which 
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is inside it, becomes warm. The exact loca tion of the puncture is illustrated 
in Figure 6. 
Figure 6 
Remove the key, which is to be re -padded, .from the body of the 
instrument. Figure 7 shows the various parts of the spatule type key. The 
word spatule merely indicates the part of the key touched by the finger 
when there is no pearl finger plate or button. 
J'PATfJLE 
Figure 7 
The pad cup or part of the key that holds the pad, should be fre e 
.from any old cement or particles of the old pad. Next, heat the pad cup 
and the end o.f the stick of ce ment or shellac. Hold the melting cement 
so that it will drop into the cup. If a pulverized cement is used, a small 
amount should be placed into the cup and heated until the cements melts . 
The cup should be allowed to cool until the cement reaches the consistency 
o.f thick syrup. This point can be determined by tilting the cup from side 
to side. When the cement cools sufficiently the new pad should be _rl a ced 
into the pad cup. Immedia tely afterward, on a .flat smooth surface, e .g. 
jeweler's anvil , turn the key over with the pad side down. Press the cup 
down, applying slight, even pressure on all sides. The cement should not 
ooze out on the s ides of the cup. If this happens too much cement was used 
or the pad was put on when the cup wa s too hot. If the pad does not stick, 
the cement was too cold when the pad was put in, or not enought cement was 
used. When the key ha s cooled a little while, replace the key on the instru-
ment. The next step is to sea t the pad properly on the tone hole. When the 
pad sea t is referred to, it will designate the part of the tone hole which is 
c ontacted by the pad when the pad is depressed. When the key is r epla ced 
on the instrument, look to see whether the pad touches all around the tone 
hole at the same time when it is depressed. If this is the case , the seating 
operation can be easily a ccomplished. Merely hea t the cup once again, but 
this time only heat it enough to soften the cement, not melt it. Be ca reful 
not to burn the pad. While the cup is hot, seat the pad by pressing the key 
down on the tone hole with the same amount of pressure used in ordina r y 
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playing. Hold this pressure until the cup has cooled. 
If the pad does not seat level, heat the cup to soften the cement and 
insert the leveling tool (pad slick) between the pad and the tone hole. While 
the cement is soft, the pad can be shifted a round to various positions until 
all sides of the pad touch all around the tone hole at the same time. This 
can be accomplished by depressing the key firmly against the pad slick and 
then rotating the pad slick to shift the pad to the desired position. This is 
illustra ted in Figure 8. 
Figure gl 
Once the correct position is achieved, seat the pad as described 
above . In the event that a proper seating ca nnot be arrived at it may be 
necessary to employ the .following procedures. If the pad does not touch 
the edge of the hole on the side away .from the hinge, it should be inserted 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instr ument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition , 
Elkhart, Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p . 58. 
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or sunken .farther into the key cup. If this does not remedy the situation, 
a thinner pad must be used. If the pad does not touch the edge of the 
hole nearest the hinge, it may be necessary to add more cement beneath 
the pad. If this does not give the desired result, a thicker pad must be 
used. All of the equipment needed for this operation is available from the 
Continental Music Company, 1810 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, and is 
shown in the ir Repairmen's Catalog, Number One. 
Oftentimes a woodwind instrument will not respond properly due 
to l eaking pads. That is, the pads do not cover the tone holes completely 
and as a result, air escapes around the edges of the hole. Leaking tone 
holes are often the causes of squeaks, windy and hard blowing tones. 
There is a great deal of difference in the response of an instrument 
which has been padded correctly and one on which the pads fit or cover 
only fairly well. Occasionally, it is a good policy to test for possible 
leaking pads in order to assure that the highest l evel o.f response is main-
tained on each instrument at all times. Actually, there are several ways 
to test for leaks. 
Testing for Pad Leaks. One of the most common, and probably 
the quickest way to test .for leaks is to plug up one end of the instrument 
and blow air into the bore. The end may be sealed off by using the hand, 
however, a large cork is more suitable since one hand remains free to 
depress the necessary keys. This is illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Figure gl 
In testing for pad l eaks on the clarinet, the upper and lower joints 
should be tested individually. After the cork has been inserted, depress 
the keys which control the pads that cover the tone holes and cover the 
open holes with the .fingers. The next step is to blow air into the open end 
of the bore and to listen .for air escaping from around the tone hol es . 
This method often tells that a leak is present, but is not always reliable 
in detecting the exact location of the l eak. However, by applying more 
pressure to the various tone holes in order to be Gertain that they are 
tight, one at a time, the l eak can be discovered, usually, through the pro -
cess of elimination. IT the leak cannot be readily loca ted by doing this, 
1
owen Meyers, "Repa iring Cracks and Leaky Pads", Glen Ellyn, Illinois, 
The Instrumentalist, March- April, 1952, p . 52. 
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another possibility is to blow smoke into the instrument and watch for 
leakage . This method is not recommended unless there is no other 
alternative since it leaves nicotine on the pads and tone hole seats . Nico-
tine will become gummy and will cause the pads to stick. If this last 
device is used, special care should be taken to remove all o.f the nicotine 
from the areas mentioned. 
The method o.f testing for leaks which many repairmen feel best 
suited for the clarinet is the one that employs the use of small tissue 
paper .feelers. Small pieces o.f tissue paper are attached to the end o.f a 
small wooden stick about the size o.f a wooden matchstick. To use these 
feelers e.ffectively requires some skill and patience. The end result, 
however, is an accurate computation o.f the effectiveness o.f each pad. 
The .first step is to place the strip o.f tissue between the pad and the pad 
seat while the key is open. Close the key on the tissue very gently a nd 
draw the paper out. Test only one side or edge o.f the pad at a time. The 
operation must be repeated in several positions around the pad, keeping 
the pressure of the pad on the tissue as uniform as possible. Notice the 
pull or "drag" on the tissue as it is pulled out from under the edge of 
the pad. Where the paper does pull, the pad covers and where there is 
no "drag", the pad covers poorly. Of course, where there is no resistance 
at all on the tissue, the pad l eaks badly. This procedure will indicate in 
what direction to move the pad when reheating it and re-seating it with the 
pad slick as described earlier. In using the last method, it is o.f great 
significance that the pressure exerted on the pad should be only enough to 
bring the pad to the end o.f its stroke. Al most any pad can be closed tightly 
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when enough pressure is applied, however, in normal playing, an excessive 
amount o.f pressure is seldom used. 
Still another method to detect leaking pads is the "light" method. 
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This is best carried out in a dark room. A small electric light is suspended 
in the bore of the instrument, preferably r ight at the tone hole cover 
which the pad being tested covers. The bulb used should be as power.ful 
as possible, although this is limited to a great extent by the diameter of 
the bore of the instrument. Several companies have these test lights 
available. Again, it is best to cork one end of the instrument closed in 
order to locate a leak with a minimum of difficulty. The one complicating 
.factor in using this method arises when an instrument padded with skin 
pads, such as those used on clarinets and .flutes, is being tested. Some 
light will reflected around and through the skin of such pads. The only 
way to determine whether a pad is actually leaking is to note the difference 
in the intensity of the escaping light. The pads themselves will reflect 
a yellowish light, however, in the event there is a leak present, the 
escaping light will be white. This light method is more suitable .for saxo -
phone than it is .for the clarinet or .flute. 
Sometimes a l eak is caused by .faulty key adjustment. It may be 
that the key has become bent so that one side of the pad cup is tilted or so 
the fr ont or the back of the pad cup is tilted. Usually this calls for an 
experienced repairman, but if the trouble is slight, it may be corrected by 
twisting the pad cup with the .fingers until the tilt is corrected. 
Correcting a Leak on the Outer Edge of the Pad Cup. If the l eak 
occurs at the outer edge of the pad cup, away from the key, place a piece of 
soft wood under the key in back of the pad cup . Tap the key directly over 
the pad cup with a wood or raw- hide mallet. This will bend the key over 
slightly so the pad touches the rim of the socket evenly all around. This 
is illustra ted in Figure 10. Never use pliers to bend keys as they have a 
tendency to cut into the metal and often mar the finish . 
Figure 101 
The repair which was next in order of frequency was that of 
replacing broken needl e springs. Often, however, a greater problem is 
faced in removing the broken needle springs than is encountered in their 
replacement. Various techniques are used depending upon where the spring 
breaks off. 
Removing Broken Needle Springs. Generally speaking, the spring 
will have to be r emoved because it has broken in two and there is only a 
stub remaining or it has broken off .flush with the key post. The key posts 
l c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
!nstrument Company, 1946, p. 21. 
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a re used to support the mechanism on practically all keyed instruments. 
Occasionaly, it will be necessary to remove a nee::lle spring intact because 
it has lost its effectiveness through bending and no longer exerts the 
pressure necessary to manipulate the key properly. It is compa ratively 
simple to remove a spring which has only a stub rem aining. Use long 
nose pliers .for the operation. Place the pliers with one nose on the 
protruding stub and the other nose resting on the opposite side of the post, 
either above or below the spring hole. Squeeze the pliers shut to force 
the stub through the spring hole. This is illustra ted in Figure 11. 
Figure 111 
1osmund Gible, "Removing Needle Springs from Woodwind Instruments", 
Glen Ellyn, Illinois, The Instrumentalist, March-April, 1947, p. 32. 
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After the stub has been started through the spring hole, grasp it 
with regular pliers and pull it through. If the needle spring has been 
broken off flush with the the key post, spring punches must be used. These 
are l ong thin steel punches which are available in various diameters to 
accommodate the different size spring holes. If the spring hole is easily 
accessible, the spring can be removed by using a punch nearest the size 
of the needle spring to be removed. Simply tap the punch with a small 
mallet several times until the spring comes loose. If at all possible, tap 
the broken spring on the side which broke because the "head" o.f the spring 
is usually fla ttened when being put on the instrument to insure a tight fit 
in the spring hole . If you attempt to push this flattened side through the 
spring hole, it may be quite difficult. When the key post can be removed 
easily or when it must be removed .for access to the spring hole, the spring 
is removed as shown in Figure 12. 
Figure 121 
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1 Erick D. Brand, Brand Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana , Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p . 62. 
The procedure is to rest the post on a lead block, in a horizontal 
position, with the broken side of the spring up . Use a lead bl ock to permit 
the spring to be driven into it when tapped. Rest the pointed end of the 
punch against the broken end of the spring and tap lightly until the spring 
is completely removed. Be sure that the spring punch used is small 
enough in diameter to permit it to enter the spring hole and follow the 
broken spring out to the other s ide of the post. If the broken spring ca n 
be removed without taking the post off the instrument, considerable work 
can be saved. In many instances a spring punching plier can be used to 
good advantage . This device is shown in Figure 13. 
Figure 131 
The spring punching plier i s a relatively new tool which can save 
much time in removing springs which have stuck in the key posts or springs 
which have broken o.ff flush with the post. These pliers are available .from 
1continental Music Company, Continental Repair Tools, Cata log One, 
Eva nston, Illinois, Continental Music Company, 1950, p. 12. 
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the Continental Music Company and are illustrated in their cata l og. The 
spring punch is actually "built-in" and ·it is designed so that the danger 
of bending keys or rods, during the operation of removing broken springs, 
is all but eliminated. 
Probably the best way to remove a whol e spring is by using a sleeve 
made from a metal rod approximately 1/4" or 3/16" in diameter . To 
fashion a s leeve cut off a piece of the metal rod and with a 1/16 " drill , 
bore out the rod to a depth of about 3/4" to an inch. It is suggested that 
several sleeves be made, each drilled to a different depth to be used on 
the various sizes of springs which will be encountered on the woodwind 
instruments. To remove the whol e spring, merely slip the sleeve over 
the pointed end of the spring and tap the closed side of the s l eeve with a 
mallet. There is l ess danger of damaging the instrument when using these 
sleeves than when using ordinary pliers to remove whole springs . Be sure 
that the key post is reinforced with a lead or soft wood block whenever 
tapping i s involved in removing a spring. If this is overlooked, there is 
great danger that the post itself may be broken off. 
Replacing Needle Springs . Usually the largest sized needle spring 
that will enter the particular spring hole which is to be fitted is used. This 
means that the needle to be used must fit the hole in the post without being 
l oose. After the correct size has been chosen, insert the needle spring 
into the post hole and place the key into position. Allow the point of the 
needle spring to project about 1/32" beyond the spring hook. This is the 
part of the key which will eventually engage the spring to hold it in place . 
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At this point the required length of the spring can be determined by bending 
the needle sharply a t the rear of the post. This will indica te the exact 
l ength needed for a specific key. This is illustrated in Figure 14. 
Figure 141 
Remove the spring and cut it to the desired l ength. Next, place 
the " head" or non- pointed side of the spring on a jeweler's anvil or 
similar surface. The head should be hammered flat so that it will make 
a wedge when inserted into the post hole and as a consequence, it INill hold 
tightly. The extreme sharp point of the spring is best grinded dull since 
it serves no purpose and may ca tch on clothing and hands when the instru-
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ment is being used. Do not remove more than the actual tip of the sharp 
point of the spring, however, since the taper on the spring is very desirabl e . 
In the event that a particular supply of needles split as they are being 
hammered, it may be necessary to draw the temper still .further. To do 
this hold the very back end, about 1/16" or so of the non-pointed end of 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition 
Elkhart, Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 65 . ' 
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each needle in the .flame of a Bunsen burner until it becomes red hot. Press 
the spring into pla~e by using a round-nosed plier or a diagonal cutting 
plier as shown in Figure 15. Replace the key and engage the spring and 
the spring hook. 
Figure 151 
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If a stiffer action is desired on any particular key, a larger spring 
must be used. This can only be done by enlarging the size . of the spring 
hol e in the post. The instrument should be taken to a professional repair -
man .for this opera tion. 
If a spring becomes weak, however, there i s a way to create addi-
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tional tension. This i s done by increa sing the bend in the spring . Repairmen 
lErick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 65. 
refer to this operation as "tucking" the spring, or putting a "tuck " in the 
spring. For "tucking" springs, the tool needed can be fashioned .from a 
crochet hook by filing a notch in the tip. This is illustrated in Figure 16. 
PVLL 
Figure 16 
The notch is used to push the spring while the hook is used to pull the 
spring depending on which particular spring must be bent and its position 
on the instrument. This is a very handy tool which should be availabl e to 
the teacher at all times. 
Locs_ening Sticky Keys on 'Jlood Instruments. Very often there 
are sluggish keys on a new instrument or one which has r ecently been 
overhauled. Sometimes they actually stick and will not work at all. 
''This condition is not necessarily a n indication that the .final regulation 
was not properly done. As a matter of fact, it rather indicates an unusually 
good piece of work. ,1 The term "regulation" when applied to a woodwind 
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1Erick D. Brand , Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 66 . 
instrument means the proper coordination o.f the action o.f the various 
keys. They are regulated to work .freely without being loose and have the 
proper spring tension as well as the proper opening. The proper opening 
refers to the distance that the key rises above the tone hole when l et up. 
In the final regulation, the keys should be refitted to their respec-
tive rods or pivot screws as the case may be. When correctly done 
they will be fitted closely enough to take up all looseness, which is 
the cause o.f mechanical rattle. When a key fits snugly between its 
key posts, the slightest contraction o.f the body o.f the instrument, 
either because o.f low temperature or shrinkage, will draw the posts 
toward each other with the result that the key is pinched betwe1n 
them. Naturally, it cannot work freely under these conditions. 
This condition is not serious and may be remedied very easily. 
To loosen the key, a small stick of wood or a piece of aluminum an eighth 
of an inch thick, a quarter of an inch wide and four or five inches l ong is 
needed al ong with a small wooden mallet. Merely place the end of the 
stick against the bevel, or slanting edge of the key, on a cross arm. If the 
key has more than one a r m, place the stick on the arm nearest the post. 
This is illustrated in Figure 17. 
Figure 172 
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1 Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 66. 
2ibid., p . 66 . 
Strike the end of the stick smartly (not hard) with the m allet 
several times. After this has been done try the key. If it does not move 
freely and with the right amount of response, repeat the operation. Be 
extremely careful not to strike the stikc with too much force because this 
might result in a broken post which then becomes a job for the professional 
repairman. If the key still sticks, it is best to take the instrument to a 
professional repairman since special tools, generally not available to 
teachers, are required to remedy this particular difficulty . The repair 
involves trimming the ends of the keys and reaming out the tapered hole 
in the end of the key hinge . When keys stick on either a rubber or ebonite 
instrument it may be because the instrument is cold. Allow the instruments 
made of these compositions to become warm in a room where the tempera-
ture is 700 Fahrenheit or over. This will usually free sticky keys on these 
instruments . If the keys remain sticky, employ the same procedure as 
suggested for wood instr uments. 
Regulation of Woodwind Instruments . As was stated in a previous 
paragraph, "regulating and instrument" means to properly coordinate the 
a ction of the various keys . They must work freely without being loose and 
have the proper spring tension as well as the proper opening above the 
tone hole when they are not depressed. Regulating an instrument i s con-
sidered, by most pro.fessional repairmen, to be the most important 
operation in repair work. This particular phase of repair work can range 
in scope .from loosening one sticky key all the way to tearing down the 
entire instrument and completely reassembling it. Several suggestions 
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have been given which will assist the average teacher to carry out limited 
regulation on the woodwind instruments, e ~g. finding and repla cing l eaking 
pads, determining proper seating .for pads, correcting ineffective spring 
tension and replacing springs. These regula tions ca n be performed if 
the trouble is located in one particular a rea o.f the instrument and does 
not involve a great deal of the mechanism. If several keys are bent or 
out of line, however , the regulation should be done by an experienced 
repairman. 
Corking Keys. In order to cork keys it will be necessary to have 
the following tools: 
a . Bunsen burner 
b . Sharp bench knife 
c. Razor blade knife 
d. Fine sandpaper 
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e . Key cooling boa rd (This is a small block of wood about 1/2"x2" x3 ". 
A piece of cloth, such a s .flannel or cheese cloth should be .folded into a 
pad from about 3/16 " to 1/4" thick and the same size as the block. P la ce 
the pad on the block, but do not fasten it permanently.) 
.f. Key cor k 
g. Stick shellac or cement. 
Before r emoving the old cor ks , be sure to notice how thick they 
are and whether that thickness was about satisfactory. This will assist 
in determining the thickness of the corks to be used in the replacement 
operation. If in doubt, always put cork on which will be too thick since it 
is easier to cut the cork down than to build it up. 
Cut a rectangular piece of cork o.f the proper thickness and s uffi-
ciently l arge enough to cover the a r ea on the key to be corked. The next 
step is to moisten the cloth on the cooling pad so that it can be squeezed 
lightly without water r unning out of it. Place it ba ck on the block. Scrap 
the area on the key to be corked so that there will be a .fresh, clean rough 
surface .for the shellac to hold. One of the chief reasons for corks .falling 
off is because the key was not scraped off clean enough. The adhesive 
which is used will not stick to buffing grease or to oil that may be on the 
keys so that it is important to clean the keys thoroughly before attempting 
to york them. Heat the part of the key which is to receive the cork. Hold 
the corking surface up. The key should be heated just enough to allow the 
adhesive to melt when it is applied. If the key is too hot, it will burn the 
adhesive and render it useless. If the shellac or cement does burn, scrape 
it off the key immediately since it will not serve its function. It is best 
to try the point of the shellac stick on the key occasionally as it is being 
heated. As soon as the key is hot enough to melt the stick itwill be suffi -
ciently heated. After the adhesive has been applied, hold the key on a 
jeweler ' s anvil or some such surface and press the cork into place. In 
order to save a great deal of time in cooling the key, the key cooling board 
can now be used. Place a .finger on the cork to keep it in the proper 
position and lay the metal part of the key on the wet pad. When this is 
done, be certain to continue to hold the key while pressing down on the 
cork. In other words, do not press down with much force on the key while 
it is on the cooling pad since this may bring too much water to the surface 
of the pad. If this happens and the cement or shellac becomes wet, they 
will not adhere properly. Be sure to pull up on the key while pressing 
down on the cork. This procedure is used solely to save time. If time is 
o.f no consequence, the key may be inserted into a bench vj se , after the cork 
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has been applied, and allowed to cool as illustrated in Figure 18. 
Figure 181 
After the key has cooled the next thing which must be done is to trim 
the cork to its proper size. A bench knife is used for this purpose a nd 
must be extremely sharp. Use the key a s a guide and cut al ong the bevel , 
or slanting edge, immediately. Cut squa rely. Do not attempt to cut a 
piece of cork in a curve since it is apt to split or cra ck. The correct way 
to cut is illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Indiana, Erick D. Brand Compang, 1946, p. 2'7 . ' 
2ibid.' p. 28. 
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Do the cutting just as cleanly as possible without leaving too many 
edges which will require a great deal of time to sand out. After the cork 
has been cut to approximately the shape desired, use a small piece of 
sandpaper to .finish shaping the cork. Bend this as shown in Figure 20 so 
that the paper will remain straight and will cut a .flat bevel. 
Figure 201 . 
After. the cork has been sanded to the correct measurements, the 
key is ready to be replaced on the instrument. During the corking opera-
tion it is a good idea to handl e the keys as little as possible and if the 
hands perspire a good deal, hold the keys with a piece of cloth between · 
them and the .fingers . Also avoid scratching the keys while cutting and 
sanding the cork. 
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Indiana, Erick D . Brand Company, 1946, p . 28 . 
Another area of the woodwind instrument which will require re -
corking is the tenon joint. The tools needed for this operation are : 
a . Bench knife . 
b . Cork strips . 
c . Piece of strong twine about 30" long. 
d. Bunsen burner or alcohol la mp. 
Scrap off all the old cork and glue. Then cut a strip of cork as 
wide as the tenon joint is long. Cut the cork long enough to allow it to go 
around the joint with 3/16 " left over which will be needed in making a lap -
joint "l.lvhere the ends meet. The lap - joint is cut to make the ends of the 
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cork contact more accurately and uniformly. This cut is pictured in Figures 
21 a nd 22 . 
Figure 211 
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Figure 22 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 40. 
F asten one end of the twine to the work bench, in a vise, or any 
other convenient place. By heating and rolling, work a piece of stick 
shellac down at one end so that it tapers off to about 1/8" at the point. 
Allow the stick to become hard once more and then reheat the thin end. 
Apply small spots of adhesive all a rC?und the area of the tenon which is to 
receive· the cork. Next, heat the shellac on the joint over a small .flame 
until the shellac .flows easily over the entire area to be corked. When 
re - corking rubber or ebonite instruments, insert a wood or metal plug 
which just .fits the bore, .from the end where the cork is to be applied. 
This plug should be inserted to a distance of about 1 1/2" into the bore. 
Ebonite becomes very soft when heated and this plug will keep the instru-
ment in shape . Do not expose these instruments to any more heat than is 
necessary to melt the shella c sufficiently. Also be careful not to burn 
the shellac. While the adhesive is hot, wrap the strip of cork around the 
tenon. Hammering the cork or squeezing it in a vise will s,Jften it and_ 
will ~sually prevent the cork .fr om cracking when it is bent around the 
tenon. Cover the lap - joint with additional hot shellac and tie the cork on 
the tenon with the twine. Having the twine tied to the bench helps to wrap 
it tightly. Hold the left hand over the cork a t the lap - joint and wrap the 
twine tightly in an even layer around the cork. Start winding a t the back 
of the joint and wind in the same direction as the top piece of cork in the 
lap - joint is pointing. When the winding has been completed, tie the two ends 
of the twine and allow the adhesive to cool. 
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After the tenon has cooled and the adhesive has been allowed to "set" 
(for best results leave the instrument overnight), remove the twine and 
GUt the cork down with a sharp knife . Be careful not to cut too much o.ff. 
Use sandpaper to finish the work. As the corked tenon is being finished 
it is best to occasionally fit the tenon into the joint which will receive it. 
This will prevent the m istake o.f taking too much o.ff the cork. Stop when 
the two joints .fit tightly. Apply cork grease to the newly corked tenon and 
insert it into its receiver. It is wise to play the instrument a few days 
with a tight fitting tenon joint, and then make a decision as to whether the 
cork should be sanded down still .further . 
Cleaning Cork Joints. Never use dry cleaners, alcohol, or gasol ine 
on cork joints . These all tend to dry the cork out too much. The best way 
to clean cork joints is to use a long strip o.f cloth and apply five or s ix 
drops of lubricating oil on it. "Rag " it back and forth over the cork, 
turning the joint around as needed. Support the instrument on the edge o.f 
a bench as shown in Figure 23 . 
Figure 231 
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Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 81. 
The cloth should be quite oily in one spot about two inches square . 
If the joints are exceptionally dirty, several applica tions of oil may be 
needed. Always use a clean cloth. 
Cracks in Woodwind Instruments. There are two satis.factory ways 
o.f repairing a crack. One is by pinning the cra ck and the other is by 
shrinking a silver r ing around the body. The la tter method is probably 
the most e.ffective and most widely used by professional repa irmen. As 
soon as a crack is discovered, it should be marked immediately with a 
lead pencil a s shown in Figure 24. 
Figure 241 
Ma ny times a crack will appear and before it can be taken apart to 
be repaired, it will have closed up so t ightly that it cannot be found again. 
Probably the most frequent cracks on the clarinet occur on the upper joint 
lowen Meyers, " Repairing Cra cks and Leaky Pads " , Glen Ellyn, Illinois , 
The Instrumentalist, March-April, 1952, p. 55 . 
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near the top or end o.f the clarinet. They usually start at the tenon and 
continue down into the upper joint just as shown in Figure 24. When a 
crack is located on an instrument the first tendency is to attempt to .fill 
it with something. This will prevent the repairman .from effectively 
repairing the c rack when it is taken to him. Do not .fill a crack with wax, 
shellac, or any other .filler. If it is .filled be.fore it is pinned, the repair -
man will be unable to pull the two edges completely together. A cra ck in 
the upper joint is closed by the repairman through the use o.f a metal 
container with a small light bulb. The instrument is placed in the conta iner 
and the heat .from the bulb will cause the crack to close. That is why a 
.filler should not be used. The commercial crack fillers which are avail-
able are to be used after the crack has been pinned. The filler is applied 
to the holes left by the drill and then a small amount is spread over the 
cracked area. If the edges of the crack are brought together and then 
pinned, it will be almost impossible to tell that the instrument was ever 
cracked. 
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Alto and Bass Clarinets . Generally speaking, all of the sugges-
tions given for the care and repair of the Eb, Bb, and A clarinets in the 
preceding paragraphs will be applicable to both the alto and bass clarinets. 
When swabbing the bore after the instruments have been used, however, it 
is best to remove the mouthpipe and bell on on each and then dis connect 
the upper and lower joints. The bore of these two sections should be 
swabbed individually. Of course, the swab used will have to be considerably 
larger than was used .for the smaller Eb, Bb, or A clarinets. Usually, 
a great deal of moisture will .form in the bell of alto and bass cla rinets 
·and it is necessary to exercise care that it is removed before the instru-
ments a re put away. The major difference between the alto and bass 
clarinets and the E-flat, B-flat, and A clarinets is with regard to the 
procedures used in assembling the instruments. 
Assembling the Alto and Bass Clarinets. On the alto and bass 
clarinets there are two sections connected by bridge keys instead of one 
as on the smaller clarinets. One bridge key is l ocated where the upper and 
lower joints come together and the other connects the mechanism on the 
lower joint to the bell. The lower bridge keys are usually referred to as 
the C and D keys. See Figure 25 . 
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Figure 251 
When joining the bell to the lower joint, depress the D key with the 
the heel of the hand as shown in Figure 25. Grasp the lower joint in such 
a manner that the C key will not be raiseC', just as shown in Figure 25. 
Use the twisting motion described previously and rotate the two sections 
together being careful to maintain the position of the hands so that the C 
and D keys will not engage and become bent. The D key "rides " over the 
1c .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1950, p. 28. 
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C key. 
To put the upper and lower joints together grasp the instrument as 
shown in Figure 26 . 
Figure 261 
Depress the D and A key with the l eft hand as shown in Figure 26 . 
The spa tule marked A should also be raised with the thumb of the left 
hand in order to raise the other bridge key marked A on the upper joint. 
lc. G. Corin, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkha rt, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1950, p . 28. 
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The two corresponding bridge keys on the lower joint which engage the 
bridge keys on the upper joint should not be r aised. To avoid r aising 
these keys which are marked B grasp the joint below the group of spatule 
keys which a re played with the l ittle .finger o.f the right hand. Just as 
shown in Figure 26 . Maintain a constant pressure on the instrument at all 
times while the two joints are being twisted together. If the pressure is 
relaxed, there is the possibility that the hands will s lip over the keys and 
bend them. Also, the upper bridge keys may snag the bridge keys on the 
lower joint if they are not held firmly in place. This, o.f course, will 
result in bent keys . 
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The Oboe. The oboe h2.s the most complicated mechanism of all 
the keyed instruments . It is a difficult instrument to play when in per -
.fect condition, and an impossible one to £lay wheri the mechanism has 
become even slightly out of adjustment. · · 
It would necessarily follow that this instrument in particular must 
be handl ed with extreme care . The oboe should be protected .from sudden 
temperature and atmospheric changes , s uch as hot and cold, moist and dry, 
just as the wood clarinet. The bore should be dried out .faithfully after the 
instrument has been played upon and a thin coat of bore oil applied to the 
bore occasionally between playings. As was suggested vvith regard to the 
clarinet, this oiling is most effective when the bore is dry and should be 
applied before the instrument is to be played. 
The bore of the oboe is considerably smaller than th<Ot.t of the clari -
ne t , especia lly in the upper joint. It is al so conical in shape instea d of 
cylindrical. The upper joint is more liabl e to crack because it i s so 
small on the inside and there.fore difficult to keep dry.2 
The best way to dry out this small bore in the upper joint is by 
using a small swab which will be able to pass throu;sh the bore of the upper 
joint. The best such swab is the " Artley" swab for the top joint of the oboe. 
This is available .from the J ack Spratt Woodwind Shop, Old Greenwich, 
Connecticut. A great many of the oboe players who were contac ted do not 
agree with the conventiona l method of using a turkey fe a ther to dr y the 
upper joint . It has been their experienc e that the .feather merely spreads 
the moisture to another area of the bore and is not at a ll effective in drying 
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1 Robert Schulenburg , " Care of Band Instruments ", Chicago, Illinois, Mus ic 
Educators National Conienmc e, Music Educators Journal , September - October, 
1940, p. 27. 
2c .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana , Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p . 31. 
this part of the instrument. The " Artley" swab is made o.f an absorbant 
material which insures thorough drying if used carefully. When the 
instrument is placed in a hor izontal position the tone holes which are 
covered by the .fingers while playing should never be placed underneath 
the instrument. That is to say that they should always face upward. If 
they are allowed to .face downward, any moisture which remains in the 
bore 1.vill r un into these tone holes and cause them to become clogged. 
The tone holes are cut, on many instruments, as pictured in Figure 27 . 
As a result, they :rr.ake a perfect funnel .for this excess moisture to run 
into them. 
kEY 
Figure 27 
If the bore is faithfully dried and a coat o.f bore oil is applied 
periodically, especially on new instruments, the instrument will be pro -
tected .from cracking, providing, o.f course, the suggestions regarding 
climatic conditions are observed. 
As sembling the Oboe. There are four sections to be assembled. 
They are the top joint , the bottom joint, the bell and the mouthpiec e or 
reed. Generally the top and bottom joints a re a ssembled first. Snagged 
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bridge keys are often the result of putting these two sections together 
hastily or ca relessly. There are two sets of bridge keys which connect 
the top and bottom joints. Depress the bridge key connecting rod on the 
upper joint so the lower end of the key is lifted. The bridge key on the 
lower joint should be a llowed to remain sprung down. Hold the bottom 
joint at the end opposite the bridge keys so tha t there will be little chance 
of r a ising the l mver bridge key which ·would result in the two keys becoming 
sna gged. The second bridge key will adjust itself properly as long a s 
the F-sha rp key on the lower joint is not depressed. This is another 
reason .for grasping the lower joint at the bottom. 
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After the upper and lower joints have been connected, the bell should 
be assembled. There is another set of bridge keys to think about a s this 
is being done. The B-flat key on the bell is connected with the key system 
at the lower end of the bottom joint. The connecting arm from the lower 
joint is sprung down as is the arm .from the B-.fla t key. Therefore, it is 
essential tha t the arm .from the B-.flat key must be raised to avoid snagging 
the arm which will engage it from the bottom joint. This is done by 
depressing the B-.flat key. The arm of the B-flat key will be lifted so that 
it will ride above the connecting arm from the bottom joint. There will 
be little danger o.f the keys snagging when held in this position. A twisting 
motion should be used to assemble both joints. 
Re-padding the Oboe. The same procedure as outlined on page 36 
.for the clarine t should be used .for re-padding the oboe. Because o.f the 
small bore the light testing method used to loca te leaking pads is some-
what impractical. As was suggested .for the clarinet, the most effective 
method is the tissue paper testing method a s described on page 41. Never 
use the method by vvhich smoke is blown into the bore when testing .for 
leaking pads on the oboe. In the event that all of the nicotine is not r emoved 
.from the pads they will become gummy and cause the pads to stick . If" the 
pads do not open properly, the intonation of the instrument will be greatly 
hampered. 
Adjusting the Oboe Springs. The oboe springs are removed and 
repla ced exactly as a re the cla rinet springs. This is described on page 43. 
Regulation of the Oboe. This should be done periodically by an 
experienced person since it is of great consequence as to the per.formance 
a nd r esponse of the instrument. The intonation of the oboe is greatly 
dependent upon the precise regulation of the keys. The exact amount of 
opening must occur between the pad and the tone hole . if the instrument 
is to respond truly. If a t a ll possible, the oboe should be inspected at 
l east once a year by a professional repairman who can make the necessary 
c ompensations in the mechanism. 
Care of the Oboe Reed. The oboe reed should be wiped dry after 
it has been used and placed into a protective case . This will prevent 
them from becoming warped or split. The J ack Spratt Woodwind Shop, 
lccated in GreenwiCh, Connecticut, specializes in accessories such as the 
above fo r the double reed instruments. Generally speaking, the s a me 
c onsideration should be given to the oboe reed as was suggested .for the 
clarinet reed on page 31. 
Gare of the Double Reeds . Before the double reed is played upon, 
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it must be moistened thoroughly. P lace it in a small glass with just 
enough water in it to cover a little over half of the blades . The reed should 
be soaked .for several minutes, however, do not l eave the reed in the water 
for an extended period of time. Long immersions injure the cane. If 
this procedure cannot be .followed conveniently, the reed may be moistened 
by pl acing it in the mouth until it is sufficiently wet. If the blades of the 
reed are too open after it has been moistened, wipe of.f the outside l eaving 
the inside of the reed wet. Contrarily, if the blades are too close together, 
expell the water on the inside by blowing air through the reed. Therefore, 
if it is necessary to make the blade contract, wet the inside of the reed. 
If the blades are to be made to expand, wet the outside. This i s called 
controlled warping. Oftentimes the reed may be too soaked to empl oy 
the preceding technique . If this is the case, open the blades by pressing 
the sides gently together with the thumb and .fi r st .finger . Grasp the reed 
just above the place where the twine or -v i re hold it together, not at the 
tip of the blades. To close the blades press them gently against one another. 
After the double reed ha s been used .for some time, the tone quality 
may suffer because of an accumula tion of dirt on the inside, beh~reen the 
blades . In order to remove this m atter, use a small chicken .feather. Do 
not use a pipe cleaner, s ince this device may injure the reed. With the 
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aid of soap and water, insert the .feather into the cork end of the reed. Be 
careful not to chip the delicate reed tips . The soap and dirt ca n be removed 
from the reed by holding the cork end under running water and allowing the 
water to run through the bore. Many oboists l eave their reed cases open over -
night in order to dry the reed out and restore it to its original life and 
.f reshness . Never place the reed next to a radiator or other heat. 
P LATE IV 
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The Flute . The procedures for the care of the wood flute and 
piccol o are exactly the same as outlined for the wood clarinet. All flutes , 
wood or metal , should be cleaned r egularly with a piece of s ilk cloth a nd a 
cleaning rod. To clean the body and keys of the metal flute , use a dry, 
clean cloth. Silk is gener ally cons idered to be the best. Wipe the finger -
prints and moisture o.ff the body and keys afte r the ins trument is used. A 
pipe cleaner can be used to keep dust and dirt .from under the keys . If the 
flute or piccolo becomes badly ta rnished; the best thing to do i s to send 
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the instrument to a professional repairman. He will completely strip the 
instrument of all keys and buff it up to its original luster and brilliance . 
Never use metal polish of any kind on the body and keys of the flute or 
piccolo. It will accumulate on the pads and key hinges making the mechanism 
s low and damaging the pads . The mechanism of the flute should be oiled 
occasionally with a .fine lubr ica ting oil a s sugges ted for the clarinet. 
The Head Joint. Once the end cork on the tuning slide button is 
properly adj us ted, it should never be moved. While tuning, many beginning 
students will a ttempt to cor rect the r elative sharpness or flatness of their 
instrument by screwing this device either in or out. This i s to be avoided 
a t all costs . If the tuning s lide button is moved after it has been adj usted 
correctly, it will have a detrimental affect on the intonation of the entire 
instrum_ent. If the tuning s lide button is accidentally moved, it can be 
adj usted in the .following manner . The cleaning rod should be inserted 
into the bore of the head joint. Screw the cork of the tuning s lide button 
in or push it out with the end of the tuning rod until the small line on the 
end of the tuning rod is centered exa ctly in the middl e of the embouchure 
pla te. This is illustrated in Figure 28 along with a description of the 
tuning s lide mechanism. Tighten the button when the cork is a djusted a nd 
l eave it in this position. 
F igure 28 
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Assembling the Flute . Usually the .flute is assembled in the following 
s equence . The head joint is assembl ed to the body of the instrument and 
the foot joint is then a ttached to the body. Care must be taken when putting 
the sections together not to twist the rods and keys . The joints should not 
be pushed together head- on, but should be twisted into position using the 
same rotating motion a s used in assembling the clarinet. The body of the 
instrument should be held with a .firm grip above the keys near the end 
which receives the head joint. When connecting or handling the hea d joint 
be certain not to grasp it over the embouchure plate. This plate is merely 
soldered on the instrument and will come loose with the slightest twisting 
motion. Hold the head joint at the opposite end from the tuning slide 
button. The foot joint should be held firmly VJith the hand covering the 
keys and rods. Again, be sure to use the twisting motion when a ssembling 
the flute or taking the sections apart. The tenons of the flute should be 
wiped dry. Never use oil, va seline or any other lubricant on them if the 
instrument is being used continually. Of course, if the instrument is to 
be stored, it is a good idea to put a small application of vaseline on the 
tenon before the sleeve cap is put on. The head and .foot joints should not 
fit too closely when connected to the body of the flute. 
Usually two metal caps a re provided to protect the thin joint slides 
or tenons. One for the lower end of the hea d joint and one .for the lower 
end of the body over which the .foot joint fits. These slides are very thin 
and in the case of sterling silver in particular, they are very so.ft. Serious 
da mage may be inflicted upon them if the caps a re not placed on the tenons 
when the instrument is not being used, 
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Re-padding the Flute. On the French type .flutes with the open or 
padded rings and on .flutes that have center screws which hold the pads in 
pla ce in the pad cup, adhesive is not needed. To re-pad this model of flute, 
it is necessa ry to have the key removed in order to gain access to the center 
screw. Remove the old pad after it has been examined to see how much 
of it projected out of the cup . Paper and cardbpard washers can be uti -
lized to build up the new pad to a position which will give the pad the 
desired seating. The pads must be built up to the right height on these 
instruments without heating the keys as is done when an adhesive is used. 
If a pad touches the back edge of the cup .first, l eaving a gap in front, some 
of the paper or cardboard washers must be removed. If the pad touehes 
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the .front edge of the cup first, then some additional washers must be inserted 
beneath the pad. Occasionally, half washers may be used to build the pad 
up either a t the rear of the cup or in front, as the situation demands. The 
most important consideration is that all pads must seat perfectly. No part 
of the pad should touch the tone hole be.fore any other part. The entire ring 
contact must be made a t the same instant. To test the seating of the flute 
pad, it is best to use the tissue feelers described on pages 41 and 42. 
To re -pad a flute which uses pads that must be held in the cup by 
some adhesive, employ the same procedure as suggested .for re-padding 
the clarinet on page 36 . When assembling the keys, make certa in that each 
key works freely on its hinge without sluggishness . The height for pad 
openings, or distance between the pad and tone hole when the pad is not 
depressed, can be determined by looking at another instrument. Too close 
an opening or action will cause the tone to be flat or at least .fuzzy whil e 
an opening which is too open may cause the tone to become sharp. In the 
case of the latter, the action will feel uncomfortable at any r ate . The spring 
tension should be adjusted as soon a s a key is put on the instrument. This 
is done in precisely the same manner as on the clarinet. This procedure 
is explained on pages 49 and 50. 
Often the pads on the flute produce a clicking sound as a result of 
becoming sticky. The best way to remedy this is to moisten a clean cloth 
with alcohol and s lip it between the pad and the tone hole . Depress the 
key so that the pad comes in contact with the cloth and pull the cloth out 
from under the pad, keeping the slight pressure on the cloth constant at 
all times. Repeat this operation several times, and the film which was 
covering the pad will usually be removed. Use the alcohol sparingly 
since the pads must not become saturated. 
Corking Flute Keys. The same method .for corking clarinet keys 
c an be successfully used in corking the flute keys . This is explained on 
page 53 . 
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The Bassoon. The care of the bassoon differs somewhat from the 
care of the other wood instruments. However, one important consideration 
which applies to all wood instruments is that they should never be subjected 
to extreme or sudden changes of temperature. Particular care should be 
taken never to warm up the bassoon quickly after it has been in a cold 
temperature long enough to be "chilled" throughout the wood. Never blow 
into the instrument until it has been warmed at normal room temperature 
and no longer feels cold when it is touched. 
The bore should be dried out thoroughly after each playing just as 
is done with the other instruments. The exception to the rule, \vith r egard 
to most ba ssoons, is that generally the bore should not be oiled. Most 
bassoons are made o.f maple instead of grenadilla wood and the inside of 
the bore is generally shellacked or otherwise treated to resist mois ture. 
There are some bassoons which do require oiling in which ca se the manu-
facturer will probably stipulate the procedure . If the instrument has a 
tendency to become water soaked, then oiling woUld serve to protect the 
wood as it does in the case of the clarinet. If the bore is oiled, it s hould be 
oiled when it is dry and will accept the oil, preferably before the instrument 
is to be played. Regardless of whether the bassoon is or is not oiled, the 
tenor joint should not be oiled if a rubber lining is used on the inside of the 
bore. Oil will cause the rubber to deteriorate. 
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Drying Out the Bore of the Bassoon. The best swab to use for this 
purpose is one which is made of wool. It consists of a long rod with a wooden 
handle and wr apped with an absorbant wool swab. These bassoon swabs are 
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available from the Jack Spratt Woodwind Company of Greenwich, Connecti-
cut. Another type of swab which can be used is call'ed the Schoenbach Bassoon 
Swab and is similar to the swab used on the .flute. This consists of a long 
aluminum rod to which a cloth or chamois is attached. The rod is used a s 
a weight and is dropped through the bore. Usually a great deal of water 
will accumulate at the bottom of the butt joint and it is very important that 
this moisture is removed after the instrument has been played. To accom-
plish this, the instrument must be disassembled and the butt joint tipped 
to allow the water to run out. After this has been done, wrap a clea.n cloth 
around the cleaning rod and insert it into the bore in order to absorb all 
of the remaining moisture. The wool swab can be used just as •.vell .for 
this purpose. 
While the instrument is being played, water may gather in some of 
the tone holes . It can be removed by simply blowing into the hole where 
the water is located. In the event that excess moisture should accumulate 
under the pads, raise the key and blow out the water in the same manner . 
Be sure to remove all of the moisture from the pad seat. This can be 
done by placing a piece of thin, absorbant paper between the pad and the 
pad seat and depressing the key. This is the same procedure used in 
blotting the pads on the clarinet, oboe, and on the saxophone. 
A void laying the bassoon down on its side after a practice period 
or playing engagement. If you do, water will run into the holes on the 
underside and cause trouble. In time the pads will become hard from 
excess wetting, and hard pads are liable to l eak. When resting .for 
short intervals, stand the bassoon on end.... By standing the bassoon 
on end, the water will drain into the butt joint and then can easily be 
removed.l 
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Care of the Bassoon Bocal. Whenever the bassoon is being carried , 
the bocal should never be left in position on the tenor joint. Always remove 
the bocal when the instrument is not being played to protect it .from becoming 
bent. The bocal is by .far the most delicate part of the instrument and very 
little pressure will cause it to become bent out of shape. It should be 
cleaned .frequently by running warm water through its bore. A swab .for 
the bocal can be fashioned out o.f three or four pipe cleaners. Attach them 
together by twisting the ends together and then insert them into the bore 
of the bocal. The whisper hole can be cleaned by blowing into it or by 
inserting a broom straw into it. Do not use a metal pin or similar device 
as the hole may be marred or enlarged. 
Oiling the Mechanism on the Bassoon. Bearings and moving parts 
of the key mechanism should be oiled at frequent intervals . As was 
suggested for the other woodwind instruments, avoid applying an excessive 
amount of oil at any one time. It is better to oil sparingly at more .fre-
quent intervals than to apply too much all a t once. If the latter is done, 
the mechanism will actually be slowed down as a result because dust and 
dirt will collect on the oil and in turn make the action sluggish. The "Hypo 
Action Oiler" described on page 26 is very convenient to use since the 
desired amount of oil can be applied without difficulty. If dust and dirt do 
lc.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946 , p. 33. 
accumulate under the keys, a so.ft brush can be used to clean them. A very 
high grade .fine machine oil should be used. The Conn Instrument Company 
manu.factures <i suitable oil for this purpose. 
Assembling the Bassoon. The bassoon consists of six sections . 
They are: 
a . the reed 
b. the bocal or metal crook (mouthpipe) 
c. the tenor, or wing joint 
d. the bass joint 
e . the boot, or butt joint 
.f . the bell. 
Before assembling the bassoon be sure that all o.f the tenons or 
joint ends are well greased with either cork grease or tallow. The tenons 
must fit easily into their receivers becau.se there is every possibility of 
their breaking in the event that it is necessary to force them together. 
To assemble the instrument, place the tenor and bass joints side 
by side so that the bass joint .fits into the s lot or curved area of the tenor 
joint. Hold these two joints firmly together in the left hand. Next, ta ke 
the butt joint in the right hand and insert the bass and tenor joints into 
their respective receiving holes in the butt joint. Hold the joints firmly 
so that they will not slip apart and bend the bridge key. The bell should 
be connected next. In order to avoid snagging th~ bridge key, depress the 
pad on the bell with the heel of the hand. This will raise the arm of the 
bridge key so that it will ride above the connecting arm of the bass joint. 
Place the crook in its position in the tenor joint. Rotate it down until the 
pad on the whisper key is abl e to cover the small hole in the bocal. Be 
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sure to grasp the bocal at the curved part and apply the pressure straight 
dovm as it is being twisted into pl ace. 
Gener al Repairs .for the Bassoon. The general repairs necessary 
.for the bassoon are done exactly in the same way as those suggested .for 
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the clarinet, e .g. pad replacement and seating, l ocating pad leaks, re -corking, 
and spring replacement. 
P L A T E VI 
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Saxophones. After the saxophone has been played, all of the excess 
moisture should be removed .from the bore just as in the case of the 
clarinets . The pads should be blotted dry, especially the small ones near 
the top of the instrument which are more a cce-ssible to moisture. In all 
probability a gr eat deal of water will accumulate in the bow of the instru-
ment. This should definitely be removed before the saxophone is put into 
its case . In so doing, the life of the pads will be lengthened. While the 
instrument is in the case it lies on its back and if any water i s left in the 
bow, it will run down the body past the E -.flat hole. For this reason the 
E -.flat pad is one of the first to require replacement. Some saxophones 
are designed so that there is a raised rim around this hole . The water 
then runs past the E -.flat hole and collects in the bow of the instrument. 
In the event that this does happen and the instrument case is tilted while 
being carried, the water will in all probability run out of the bow into the 
body of the instrument and soak other pads. The only fod -proo.f way to 
safe - guard the pads on the saxophone is to be certain that all of the water 
is removed before the instrument is put into the case . Many saxophone 
players are guilty of neglecting to swab out the inside of the bore since there 
is no danger of cracking. If the inside bore of the saxophone is not cleaned 
frequently, a very disagreeable odor will result. 
There a re swabs which are designed specifically for use on the 
saxophone . Some are of the draw type style similar to the clarinet swab 
and others are composed of a long wire rod to which a swab made of wool 
or other absorbant material is attached. One of the most effective draw 
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type saxophone swabs is called the Le-Pactole Swab. It is made of chamois 
and in addition has a circular brush attached which allows the chamois to 
spread in a la r ge bore such as the bore of the saxophone. A chamois should 
be used to dry out the bell and the "gooseneck" or mouthpipe. If the mouth-
pipe .fits too tightly into its receiver on the body of the instrument, a small 
amount of paraffin should be rubbed on the joint. Occasionally, the mouth-
pipe should be washed out with warm water and castile soap. The pad which 
covers the octave key hole should be protected .from becoming wet. A small 
piece of water- resistant material must be inserted between the pad and the 
hole while the mouthpipe is being washed. The octave hole should be free 
at a ll times . Pipe cleaners or feathers are usually used to clean it. 
Obviously, the body, bow or bell of the saxophone should not be washed out 
with water since the pads will become wet and ruined. 
Cleaning the Outside of the Saxophone. To clean the outside o.f the 
instrument, i.f the .finish is lacquer, use a commercial lacquer cleaner and 
preservative. Many repairmen use liquid wax as a preservative. This 
should be applied with a very soft cloth and must be rubbed until all o.f the 
sticky feeling is :rubbed away. Never use cleaning materials which have 
alcohol in them, for they are liable to take the la cquer off. 
For non -lacquered .finishes, such as polished brass, chromium, 
nickel-silver, or nickel-plated .finishes, a simple but satisfactory 
cleaner can be made by mixing a tablespoonf.ul of .fine grade 1.vhiting 
in a half glass of dena'tured alcohol. Stir the whiting well, apply lightly, 
and rub off carefully when dry. Be sure to use a soft piece of .flannel 
for this purpose, as other cloth is liable to scratch. 
lc .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana , Conn 
Instrument Company, .946, p. 22. 
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For a silver finish, a high grade silver polish can be used as well 
as the mixture described above . A gold finish should be cleaned with 
rouge and a piece of soft flannel. Be certain to use soft flan.nel since gold 
is easily scratched. Any polish which is used on a gold finish should be 
used very sparingly. If any of the cleaners contact the pads, they will 
m ake the pads hard. Cleaning materials will also clog the working 
mechanisms, so care should be taken to prevent this .from happening. The 
small octave hol e on the saxophone may become plugged if an excessive 
amount of any cleaner is applied to the instrument. The above a re all 
ample reasons \lilhy any cleaning materials used are best applied in small 
amounts . The care of the mouthpiece fo r the saxophone is identical to the 
care of the clar inet mouthpiece a s described on page 29 . The ca re o.f 
woodwind reeds was discussed on page 31 . 
Greasing. The corks on the saxophone should be greased at all 
times with tallow or cork grease. Special care should be taken to keep the 
cork covering the tenon on the mouthpipe lubrica ted. The saxophone 
mouthpiece .fits over this cork and will chip it if it is not properly greased. 
The corks against which the keys move are equally important. They serve 
to deaden the noise of keys hitting against one another and will not work 
freely unless the cork is greased .for easy action. For best results do not 
put gr ease on the joint of the body where the mouthpipe and body meet. 
These two sections will fit better if the joint is le.ft dry or a thin coat of 
paraffin is applied. 
The Mouthpipe. If a s axophone has a tuning device a ttached to the 
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mouthpipe, it will become dried out or difficult to work if neglected. When 
this happens, unscrew the tuning device until the threads are exposed. The 
threads should then be cleaned with either gasoline or benzene. Use a 
cloth or small, stif.f brush similar to a tooth brush for this operation. When 
the threads are clean, apply a thin coating of vasoline. If this procedure 
does not remedy the situation, do not try to take the tuning mechanism 
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apart since some of the threads may become damaged in the process. 
Whenever the mouthpipe i s placed in the case, the end plug should be inser-
ted. This serves to protect the edges of the mouthpipe which receives the 
mouthpiece . The end plug also serves to secure the saxophone in the case. 
All cases are made so that the top end of the saxophone, with the plug 
inserted, rests on one block while the bell and bow are held snugly by another 
block and padding. When the instrument is cradled in this position, the 
octave mechanism is protected at the top end, the keys do not touch the 
sides of the case, and the entire instrument is protected .from jolts and 
jars. If the end plug is not inserted before the instrument is placed in the 
case , the saxophone is "too short" for the blocking provided and is li able 
to jar loosely around inside of the case . Such treatment results in damage 
to the octave mechanism as well as the key system and tone hole sockets . 
The various accessories which are carried in the saxophone case should be 
kept in their appropriate compartments while the 'instrument is being 
carried. If they are allowed to clatter l oosely around inside, they will 
probably mar the finish of the instrument and may cause damage to the 
mechanism. In the event that the mouthpiece is not to be used .for some 
time, it is a good idea to put a little vaseline on the end plug before putting 
it away. This will prevent the end plug from corroding and becoming stuck. 
Protect the mouthpipe key when putting the mouthpipe on or taking it off the . 
instrument. Unscrew the mouthpipe l igature before attempting to assembl e 
the mouthpipe . Never try to .force the mouthpipe off the instrument without 
repeating this same procedure . 
Oiling the Mechanism. All o.f the keys should be oiled .frequently. 
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The keys should be oiled where they are attached to the key posts and also 
INhere one hinge moves against another. The "Hypo Action Oiler" mentioned 
on page 26 is best suited for this purpose. All saxophones have, besides 
the hollow hinge, the solid hinge which turns on the point of pivot sere Ns. 
This is illustrated in Figure 29 . 
osr 
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Figure 29 
Since there is such a small bearing surface on the point, it is 
important to keep these pivot screw points well lubricated in order to 
prevent excessive wear. When the hinge is subjected to an excessive 
amount of wear without being properly lubricated, the key which it supports 
will becom e loose . 
Springs. The same procedures are employed in the removal and 
replacement of needle springs on the saxophone as was described for the 
clarinets starting on page 43. There are many who have formed the very 
bad habit of using rubber bands to operate keys whose springs have become 
broken. As an emergency repair this may have some merit, however, a 
rubber band should not be permitted to remain on an instrument .for an 
extended period of time. In a short time the sulphur in the rubber band 
will produce a black tarnish where it comes in contact with the instrument 
and eventu.::.Jly , it wHl ea t thr ough the .finish on a pla ted instrument. 
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Re -padding Saxophones. It is best to remove the key which i s to be 
re - padded from the instrum ent. Several pads can be applied without removing 
the keys; however, this is not good procedure since unnecessary damage 
m ay be caused to the instrument. For instance, when the pad cup is being 
heated, it is possible that other a reas of the saxophone will be overhea ted 
causing the lacquer to become bur ned. After the key has been removed, 
the old pad should be taken out o.f the pad cup by heating the cup over a 
Bunsen burner or alcohol lamp. This will soften the adhesive holding the 
old pad and .facilitate its removal. As the cup is being heated do not l et the 
flame com e in contact with the pearl which covers m any saxophone keys or 
the pea rl will become burned. Before the old pad is removed it is a good 
idea to examine it to see how much of the pad extended out o.f the cup . If 
the pad covered the tone hole effectively the same width should be left 
exposed on the new pad . The new pad may be sunken .farther into the cup 
by using less shella c or cement, and it m ay be built up by using a thicker 
layer o.f adhesive under the new pad. The new pad should .fit the pad cup 
quite snugly. 
The tip of the stick shellac should be held in the fl ame until it 
becomes soft. Next, apply the shellac to the back of the new pad so that 
the entire surface is covered evenly. Then heat the key cup. The new pad 
is then grasped with a pair of tweezers and inserted into the pad cup . Place 
the key on an anvil, with the pad s ide down, before the shellac becomes hard. 
Apply pressure with the handle of a mallet or simila r tool, so that the pad 
projects evenly all a round the edge of the cup. After the adhesive has been 
given time to har den, assemble the key on the instrument and proceed to 
seat the pad. 
Seating the Saxophone Pad. The procedure for seating a s axophone 
pad is a l ittle different than was employed on the clarinet. After the key 
is replaced, depress the pad with the same a mount of pressure used in 
normal playing, so tha t the tone hole is covered. Examine the pad to 
determine whether or not it touches evenly all around the tone hole . If it 
touches only the ba ck of the tone hol e , the pad is too thick. If the pad con-
tacts the .front of the tone hole first, it is too thin. It can be shifted to a 
new position by heating the cup and using the pad slick as was described 
.for the clarinet on page 38. 
Afte r the proper sea t ha s been determ ined the final steps may be 
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taken. Dip a pipe cleaner into water and m oisten the entire surfa ce of the 
pad. The water should be applied sparingly. Heat the key once more just 
enough to so.ften the shellac. Press the key down with a little more pressure 
than is used in ordinary play. The pressure should be kept for some time . 
This may be done by using twine to tie down the key and letting it remain 
in this state overnight. This ·will give the pad ample time to become per -
.fectly seated. After this has been done, remove the twine from the pad and 
use a "leak" light in a da rk room to determine whether the pad closes 
properly. Any leak will be readily evident. 
Cleaning Saxophone Pads . Old pads which have been in use for a 
l ong period of tim e cannot be cleaned s atisfactorily because the sta in has 
penetra ted the leather . The cleaning procedure which will be suggested 
applies to ne'N pads which have been soiled through handling, or pads which 
have been on the instrument .for a short period of time. The best cleaning 
solutions to use on saxophone pads are the dry clea ning products that water -
proof garments a s they clean them. If such products are not ava ilabl e, 
the next best thing is to a dd about four drops of mineral oil to one ounce o.f 
common carbon tetrachloride. The pads should be cl eaned with this solu-
tion by dipping a cloth into it and then "~Niping the pads . Do not use pure 
ca rbon tetrachloride because it alone will take the natural oils out of the 
leather pads. 
Testing for Leaking P ads . The tissue .feelers described on pages 
41 a nd 42 may al so be used on the saxophone . The most effective device 
to test for saxophone pad leaks, however, is the "leak light ·". This can be 
used easily on this particular instrument because of the l arge bore. It is 
well to remember that the pads themselves will reflect a yello·..vish glow. 
This does not indicate a leak. A ray of white light will signify that the pad 
is not covering the tone hole and in all probability, a leak will exist a t the 
place where the white light shines through from under the pad. Sometimes 
a leak may not be the cause of a .faulty pad or key at all. In the event that 
the tone hole socket has been bumped or hit, it may have become tilted or 
unlevel. If this occurs, the repair must be done by a professional repair-
rr_an since special tool s and skill are r equired to restore the socket to its 
original shape. 
Re-corking the Saxophone . The saxophone keys may be re - corked 
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by using the same procedures as outlined .for the clarinet starting on page 53 . 
Cork has to be replaced on the nexk of the saxophone quite .frequently and 
there are two ways of doing this. One is by using a cork tube and the other 
is by using .fla t cork. If the cork tube is used, a coarse round file will 
usually be needed. To re -cork the neck with the cork tube, scrape or burn 
the old cork off the neck. Hea t the end of the neck over the .flame until 
stick shellac will melt when applied to the metal. Rub an even coat o.f the 
adhesive over the entire area on the neck which will receive the cork. 
Allov.r the shellac to harden on the neck. Next, s l ip the cork tube over the 
neck of the saxophone. If the hole in the tube is too small for the neck, 
work it out with the coarse round file until it will .fit. After the tube has 
been slipped over the hardened shellac, wr ap the cork tightly with an even 
layer of strong twine . Turn the .flame of the Bunsen burner or alcohol l amp 
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down low and hold the end of the neck over it so tha t the .flame 'lilill go up 
into the bore at the corked end. This will heat the metal and melt the shellac 
causing it to stick to the cork and metal. When the shellac begins to ooze 
out of each end of the cork remove the neck .from the fl a me . Turn the cork 
a round the neck. If it will not revolve a round the neck, the shella c ha s not 
a ll been melted and must be heated some more. After all of the shellac 
ha s been melted, allow the adhesive to set. The cork is then ready to be 
finished by working it down to the desired thickness with .fine s a ndpaper or 
emery cloth strips . A flat, coarse .file should be used if the cork must be 
taken down quite a bit. It is a good idea to try the mouthpiece over the cork 
as it is being taken down. When the mouthpiece will .fit tightly over the cork, 
stop a nd grease the cork. 
If flat cork is to be used for the re-corking ope r ation, be sure that 
the nexk is .free of all old cork in the same manner as described above . 
Cut a strip of 1/16 " or 3/32 " .fla t cork as wide a s the length of the area to 
receive the cork on the neck. Have it long enough so tha t a 1/ 4 " of cork 
will be left over to m ake a l ap joint after the cork has been wrapped around 
the neck . Heat the shella c and apply it to the neck a s was done for the cork 
tube. Allow the shella c to harden. Cut the cork to .form a lap joint as des -
cribed on page 57. ll!rap the cork around the neck and apply hot adhesive 
to the lap joint. Tie the cork tightly with an even layer of twine . Heat the 
neck as was done with the cork tube and allow the shella c to cool and harden. 
The cork is then ready to be finished by using the sandpaper or .file . If the 
cork becomes charred .from the heat, trim the end with a knife . 
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Chapter IV. THE BRASS INSTRUMENTS 
The Valve Instruments; Trumpet, Cornet, Alto Horn, Ba ritone Horn, 
Sousaphone and Tuba. Since the mechanical characteristics of these instru-
ments a re similar, the material which will presented in the .following 
paragraphs will apply equally well to all of the instruments listed above, 
unless otherwise stated. The ques tionna ire which was used to obtain 
supplem entary da ta , indica ted that of these instruments, the most .frequent 
r epairs are performed on the Sousaphone and Tuba. 
The .first point to be emphasized with rega rd to the valve instruments 
is that they must be thoroughly cleaned at .frequent intervals . There is no 
excuse for the .foul odor which results from an instrument which has been 
neglected in this respect. Needless to say, instruments which do not 
receive periodic cleanings becorr.e very unsa nitary and in addition, the 
particles of matter which accumulate in the instrument decrease the diameter 
of the bore. As a direct result of this, the tone i s impaired and the valve 
action is s lowed down considerably . 
Don't chew gum or drink " soft drinks" while playing. The sugar 
contained in them will be bl own into the instrument causing the valves 
to stick. Don' t smoke while playing because the tobacco particl es 
will be bl own into the instrument. After eating candy or fo od, rinse 
the mouth thoroughly with water before playing your instrument. The 
reason is obvious.l · 
lC .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, India na, Conn 
Instrum ent Company, 1946 , p. 7. 
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Cleaning the Inside Tubing of the Valve Instruments . The 
corrosion and dirt which .forms on the inside of the tubing may be l oosened 
and done away with very simply . One of the best methods is to dissolve 
some castile soap in warm water and pour this solution into the bell of the 
instrument so tha t it will circulate through the tubing and valve slides . 
Actually work the valves up and down in order to be certa in that the solution 
will pass through every part of the instrument. After this ha s been done, 
the inside of the instrument should be rinsed with cold water . This may 
be done from either end of the instrument. That is to s ay, the cold water 
m ay be introduced into the instrument .from the bell or, by using a reduc ing 
nozzle, from the mouthpipe. If the la tter method is used, excess vvater 
pressure should be avoided as a medium flow is sufficient. After the tubing 
of the instrument ha s been cleaned, remove the slides and drain out the 
remaining water. Next, apply a lubricant to the s lides, pre.ferably va seline, 
a nd replace them on the instrument. 
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If a more thorough cleaning of the slides is desired, it should be done 
with a wire brush. This type of brush consists of a long, .flexible rod to 
which a stiff bristled brush is a ttached. It is capable of reaching a con -
siderable distance into the bore of an instrument to remove any pa rticles 
which m ay adhere to the inside o.f the tubing. Avoid using s wabs or rods 
to clea n the mouthpipe . It is best not to try and force s uch things into it 
a s the mouthpipe can be easily da ma ged. Al so, never use boiling water 
to clean the inside tubing of any la cque red instrument. The la cquer .finish 
will usually be destroyed when anything hotter than warm wate r is applied 
to it. Silver or gold-plated instruments may be sterilized with boiling 
water . This should not be done, however, any more frequently than once 
every month. 
The acid in saliva has a decided corrosive effect on brass, causing 
tubing to cra ck and valves to pit. Evidences of this are often .found in the 
tubing of leader pipes, around water keys, near slide joints, or any other · 
point where sal iva is liable to accumulate. This saliva corrosion can be 
l argely prevented by .frequently rinsing the instrument out with water, a s 
previously suggested, and by pouring about a teaspoonful of valve oil into 
the l eader pipe or mouthpipe, approximately once every four or .five months. 
The oil is used because it forms a protective coat over the brass. 
To completely clean and sterilize a brass instrument, a sodium 
cyanide solution may be used. Use four ounces of sodium cyanide to each 
gallon of water . When the solution becomes weakened, add about one - half 
ounce per gallon to renew its effectiveness. When the cleaning solution 
becomes saturated with l acquer and dirt, it is best to throw it out and mix 
a new solution. Several instruments should be planned to be cleaned and 
sterilized a t one time since this operation requires considerable prepa r a -
tion. It is necessary to have a tank which will hold the cyanide solution 
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and 'Nhich is sufficiently large enough to accommodate the biggest instrument 
to be cleaned. Any .filling station can supply an empty oil drum which will 
m ake a s atisfactory dipping tank. Have one of the heads of the can removed 
and clean the inside. Do not use a tank which is made .from galvanized iron 
as the galvanizing agent will be deposited on the instr uments ·which are 
dipped into the cleaning solution. Each instrument must be "stripped" 
before it is submerged into the cyanide solution. The valve caps, pistons, 
valve slides and all other parts which have cork or felt on them should be 
taken off the body of the instr ument. A pair or rubber gloves should be 
worn when dipping an instrument into this solution. However, if they are 
not available, and the process is only carried out occa sionally, it is not 
essential to wear them. When preparing the cleaning solution, be certa in 
not to expose the hands or clothing to the pure cyanide. 
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After the instrun1ent has been dipped in the solution for several 
minutes, remove it and immediately dip it into a potash solution. The pota sh 
is necessary to remove the cyanide, which would be dangerous to the per -
former as it is a deadly poison. The instrument should then be rinsed in 
clea r water and dried thoroughly. Do not let gold or silver-pla ted 
instrun: ents remain in the cyanide solution .for an extended period of tim e 
as it will remove their pla ted finishes . An extended period of time in this 
particula r instance refers to overnight. Actually, the gold or silver-pla ting 
would not be removed or damaged instantly. If the process was repea ted 
fre quently, however, the cyanide would eventually have a detrimenta l effect 
on the r espective finishes. 
The Valves . The valves should receive specia l care a t periodic 
intervals, even if they seem to be responding well. Sluggishness develops 
very gradually and usually is not noticed until it becomes extreme . All 
that is needed to insure m aximum response .from the valves is a thorough 
cleaning at regular intervals. 
Cleaning the Valves . First, remove the valves from the instrument. 
The procedure to be used in removing stuck valves will be presented in a 
subsequent paragraph. The valves should be washed with castile soap as 
should the inside ca sings which house them. After they have been cleaned, 
rinse them with clear water. When the valves are being handled, it is 
very important not to strike them against any hard surface since they are 
easily dented. After the valves have been rinsed, they should be placed 
wher e they will not be exposed to di rt or dust. The inside valve casings 
of the instrument should be swabbed out with clean cheesecloth . To do this, 
wrap the cheesecloth around the 'end of the cleaning rod which is usually 
provided with the valve instruments. Be sure that a sufficient amount o.f 
cheesecloth is used around the end of the rod to prevent the tip from 
penetrating through the cloth. If this should happen, the rod will undoubt-
edly scratch or gouge the sidewall of the valve casing necessitating a 
very expensive repair . While the valves are being cleaned, do not allow the 
cork or .felt located on the upper part o.f the valve to become wet. If they 
are soaked with water, it is necessary to rem.ove them and be certain that 
they are completely dry before they are re-assembled on the valve . After 
the pistons have been dried, it is a good idea to remove the .finger t ip caps 
and lubricate the screw which _fits into the valve stem. The .felt inside the 
cap may have to be replaced also. 
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Very often, the valve caps and pistons become corroded, especially 
if the instrument has not been properly cleaned and oiled for some time. 
Actually, corrosion on brass and nickel s ilver is the result o.f a chemical 
reaction called oxida tion. This chemical reaction does not take pla c e 
except in the presence of moisture . A piece of camphor should be carried 
in the ca se with the instrument in order to absorb moisture . This is 
especially tr ue in the summer when the humidity in the a ir is high. This 
lc.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company;-I946, p . 5. 
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will help to prevent corrosion and will retard tarnish. When either the 
valve caps or valve pistons become corroded and cannot be removed from 
the instrument, do not use pliers or a pipe wrench to force them. These 
tools will mar the instrument and if used carelessly, will break certain 
parts of the m echanism, e.g. the valve stems. 
Removing Corroded Valve Caps and Pistons. To loosen stuck or 
corroded valve caps, try striking the sides of the caps lightly with a small, 
wooden mallet. The large end of a drum stick will serve just as well. If 
this does not loosen them sufficiently, dip the caps in kerosene or some 
other penetra ting oil overnight. In the event that this does not give the 
desired result, the instrument should be taken to a pro.fessional repa irman. 
Removing a corroded piston is more difficult and this operation 
should be approached with extreme care. The valve piston is hollow and 
the piston walls are very thin. Therefore, excessive force cannot be used 
when removing a stuck valve piston. Never attempt to poke the piston out 
of the ca sing with a drum stick or similar device. This procedure i s liable 
to darr:age the piston by denting the bottom or by buckling the sidewall. The 
best v.ray to loosen a corroded piston is by pouring kerosene or a good 
penetrating oil into the valve and letting it set overnight. After this has 
been done, the piston can usually be ren~oved by pulling and pushing it with 
a slight rotating motion. After it has been .freed, it s hould be cleaned as 
expla ined in the following pa r agraph. 
Cleaning Corroded Valve Caps and Pistons. An acid-proof crock or 
jar large enough to hold the parts to be cleaned is needed. The solution 
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which Mr . Brand suggests in his repa iring manual is one pa r t muria tic acid 
and one part water . FiTst, .fill the container with the desired a mount of 
water and then pour the s a me amount of a-cid into the water . It should be 
poured ve ry s lowly so tha t no spl ashing results and the acid should be kept 
away from the hands and clothing. The parts which a re to be clea ned should 
be submer ged in this solution .from two to .five m inutes and then rinsed in 
clear '.:vater . After this has been done , dip the parts into the cyanide solution 
given on page 99 . This will void any a cid that m ight be l eft . Rinse the pa rts 
again in clea r water . Do not put chromium plated pa rts into the muria tic 
a cid solution since it is likely to remove the chrome plating. 
Bent Valves . Occasionally a valve will ac t s luggish even after it 
ha s been rerEoved and thoroughly cleaned. When this happens, it m ight 
indica te tha t either the valve itself or its cas ing ha s been dented. To deter -
mine whether a dent is present in the casing, look a t the valve casing to see 
if there is a bright spot on the side . That is, a spot which ha s been brightened 
by the valve rubbing against it. If there is, it is an indication tha t the 
ca sing ha s been pushed in at that point and as a consequence, the piston rubs 
against the casing as it moves up and down. A dented piston can be r ecog-
nized in the sam e way. The bright spots denoting ·wear usually appea r a t 
each end of the same s ide of the valve, and on the center of the opposite 
side . These worn spots will be pa rticula rly bright on a slightly corroded 
valve and on a polished valve they will look s cratchy. When these br ight 
spots appea r, the instrurr~ent should be taken to a pr ofessional r epairman 
s ince special tools a re necessa ry to take the dents out of the ca sing or to 
straighten the piston. 
Replacing Valve Corks and Felts. The function of the corks and 
felts on valve stems and in the valve .finger buttons is to silence the a ction. 
They are also used to adjust the stroke o.f the valve. This second function 
is very often overlooked. When corks and felts which are not of the right 
depth a re mounted on the valve stem, the va lves do not stop in their proper 
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positions at both ends o.f the stroke . As a consequence, the tone v.rhich is 
produced will be somewhat "choked" a t the valve port. In order to replace 
corks and felts correctly the method which is outlined in the following para -
graph should be used. 
It will be necessary to have a valve gauge in order to do the cork 
replacing operation accurately. This instrument is shown in Figure 31 and 
is available from the Continental Music Company, 1810 Ridge Avenue, Evan ... 
ston, Illinois. Their instrument is called the "Slide Measuring Tool. " 
< 
Figure 311 
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l Erick f.; ; Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart , 
Indiana , Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 165. 
Fir st, remove the s econd valve from its casing and hook the bent 
end o.f the gauge into the valve port where the tube connects with the next 
valve casing. Slide the movable adjustment screw down so that it fits down 
on the top of the casing as shown in Figure 32. 
Figure 321 
Tighten the s crew and r emove the gauge from the casing. Next, 
insert the bent end o.f the gauge into the port o.f the valve which lines up with 
the same opening in the valve ca sing that was previous ly mea s ured. This is 
illustrated in Figure 33 . 
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1 Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repa iring Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkha rt, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 165. 
Figure 331 
Note where the movable pa rt o.f the gauge comes on the stem. This 
point should be the top o.f the cork and .felt combination. 
Valve stem corks a r e available in long, cylindrical pieces and 
should be used in this opera tion. Cut a piece o.f the cork o.ff, making 
allowance for the .felt which must .fit over it. Put the cork over the valve 
stem and then place the .felt washer on top o.f it. Use the gauge to determine 
whe~her the cork was cut too la rge or small. All adjustments must be made 
on the cork. This allows for the correct position o.f the valve when it is in 
its upper - most position, usually re.ferred to as open. 
To stop the downward motion of the valve in its proper position, use 
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a .felt washer in the .finger button. Use a standa rd washe r in the finger button 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 165. 
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and screw it into place after the valve has been assembled in the instrument. 
To determine whether the valves a re being stopped properly, depress the 
center or number two valve and remove the center valve slide. L ook through 
the tubing when the valve is depressed. The holes in the valve itself should 
aline themselves with the holes in the slide per.fectly when the same amount 
of pressure used in normal playing i s applied. If they do not, make the 
necessary adjustment by adding or removing felt in the finger button. The 
other two valves, one a nd three, can be adjusted by making them the exact 
same height as the second valve . One important thing to bear in mind is 
that whenever it is necessary to use cork, .felt should be pl ac ed on top of 
it or else the action of the valves will be V2ry noisy. 
Some valve instruments have a mark on the valve stem which indi -
cates how high the bumper and .felt should be to allow the piston to stop at 
the right position. 
If there is such a mark on the valve stem, it is easy to cut the cork 
so the piston will stop at the proper place when the .finger releases it. 
Keep shaving and s anding of.f the cork until when you sight across the 
top of the valve cap, the mark on the valve stem is level with the top_ of 
the valve cap; then you know the cork a nd .felt are the proper height. l 
As was previously stated, it is essential that the height of the cork 
and .felt is accurate to permit the ports in the piston and the knuckles in the 
casing to rreet properly. If they do not, the instrument will l ack resonance 
and will play stuffily. 
lc .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, ±ndiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p. 5. 
Before replacing the valves examine the springs to be certain that 
their thrust is vertical and not sideways . This, of course , only applies to 
the instruments which have the valve springs attached to the bottom valve 
cap. Some instruments have the valve springs incased within the valve and 
consequently, the direction of the thrust is guided. To determine whether 
the thrust is vertical hold the spring up and notice if it leans to one side or 
another. If it does, it means that it is exerting more pressure on one side 
of the piston than on the other. This results in the piston wearing down the 
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ca sing on the "strong side." If the spring leans to the right, spread or open 
up the coil on that side to push it back, and vice versa. Never apply va seline 
on the springs since it is liable to get into the valves and cause difficulty. 
When r eplacing the valves be sure to get number one piston in the 
number one casing, number two piston in the number two casing and number 
three piston in the number three ca sing. The valve nea rest the mouthpiece 
is number one. This i s often very troublesome .for the beginning student 
and causes endless difficulty. If the number one piston and the number three 
piston are interchanged, the instrument can still be played. It will, however, 
blow stuffily and will be out of tune. 
Lubrica ting the Valves. Before replacing the pistons, be sure that 
there i s no l int in the ports since this will eventually work its way out and 
.foul the action. Put a .few drops of light valve oil on ea ch piston. " Ma ny 
players get good results by putting a .few drops of oil on the piston, then 
running cold water over it and working it into the casing. " 1 
1c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhar t, India na, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p . 5. 
Saliva is sometimes used, but generally speaking, a .fine oil is the 
best. If there is a great deal of acid in the saliva, it will have a detrimen -
tal effect on the valves. For valve s which a re somewhat worn, a heavier 
oil can be used since it will help to seal the excess clearance which has 
been worn between the walls of the piston and the casing. When valves a r e 
extrem ely loose .fitting, the only way to correct this is to have them copper 
pl ated and re -lapped by an experienced repairman. 
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When playing a valve instrument, press the valves down by pla cing 
the ends of the fingers on the valve .finger buttons and make a vertical stroke. 
Do not depress the valves with the second or third joints of the fingers. This 
will push the piston against one s ide of the casing and will result in a bad 
valve action. This constant pushing against the side of the casing will wear 
the casing down a t the point of contact and cause it to become out of shape . 
Removing Stuck Valve Slides. This is one of the most frequent jobs 
which rr.ust be performed on any brass instrument. If a valve s lide becomes 
stuck or corroded, the following procedure is probably the best one to use in 
a n attempt to remove it. In order to fa cilita te the operation, apply penetrating 
oil to the stuck s lide . The penetrating oil will usually loosen the slide 
suffi ciently so tha t it will not be necessary to pull a nd tug at the s lide more 
than once or twice . If it is convenient, the penetr a ting oil should be allowed 
to set overnight. If an attempt is made to remove the slide before the 
penetrating oil is applied, it may be necessary to exert a great amount o.f 
.fcrce to pull the slide free . This excessive force may break or part the 
braces which connect the various sections o.f tubing on the instr ument . 
To actually remove the slide_, loop a piece of rope through the fork 
formed by the bow of the stuck slide. The rope should be about three .feet 
long and 5/16" in diameter. The two free ends should be .fastened in a 
bench vise . This is illustrated in Figure 34. 
Figure 341 
The next step is very important and should be executed correctly. 
Hold the instrument so that when the rope i s pull ed tight it forms a stra ight 
line with the stuck slide . Do not a llow the rope to cross over, or contact, 
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any other part of the instrument. Next, move the instr ument toward the vise 
so that some sla ck forms in the rope, and bring it back with a sharp jerk. 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instruments Repairing Manual , Fourth Edition, Elkha rt, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p . 146 . 
Be careful not to jerk too hard sincethere is always the danger that a 
brace may break or the bow at the end of the slide m ay come off. These 
bows are merely held on the slide by soft solder. Several lighter jerks 
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a re s afer and usually more effective than one ha rd one . " Always remember 
to keep the instrument in such a position that when the slack is taken up in 
the rope, the slide and the rope .form a straight line. " 1 
If the procedure presented above does not 'Nork, the stuck slide 
should be heated after the penetrating oil has been applied. Do not, however, 
heat the slide so much that there is danger that the so.ft solder holding the 
bow "~iVill melt. After the slide has been heated, allow it to cool again in 
order to be sure that the solder is hard, and repeat the pulling opera tion. 
It is a good idea to heat and cool the slide several times if it ha s been 
corroded. Never pick up a valve instrument, especially the smaller ones 
such as the trumpet, alto horn and event the baritone horn, by grasping 
them nea r the end of the valve slides or tuning slide. The incorrect grasp 
on the trumpet is illustra ted in Figure 35. 
:tNCO~RECT G-RII> 
Figure 352 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, Elkhart, 
India na, E r ick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 144. 
2c .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, India na, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p. '7 . 
The leverage at this point is greatest on the valve slides and the 
slides are liable to become sprung. To avoid any damage, always pick 
the smaller valve instruments up by their valves. Pick the larger valve 
instruments up by the thumb rings and la rge branches which are provided. 
Cleaning Valve Slides . After the slides have been removed .from 
the instrument, clean off whatever corrosion there may be with gasoline or 
a good metal polish. Never buff valve slides since they will eventually 
become so thin that they will not .fit snugly in their sleeves. To clean them, 
.fill the slides half .full with castile soap and warm water. Place a finger 
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over the open end of each tube and shake the slide so that any dirt or unwanted 
matter present will be loosened. When the slides are thoroughly washed, 
rinse them in cold water . 
Dry them and apply a coat of either vaseline or cork grease to each 
arm of the slides. This will prevent corrosion, retard wear and help them 
to function smoothly. After the lubrica nt has been sparingly applied, insert 
each arm into its sleeve individually. Use a rotating motion in order to 
spread the vaseline or cork grease evenly over the inside surface of the 
sleeve as well as over the slide. The next step is to push both arms of the 
slide all the way into its sleeve simultaneously. Wipe o.ff the excess lubri-
cant which will accumulate at the joint to prevent it .from clogging the 
valve slides and eventually working into the valves themselves . Also put a 
thin coating of oil on the water key springs located on several of the slides. 
If the springs are defective, replace them. Never use rubber, except as a 
temporary or emergency repair since the sulphur in the r ubber will tarnish 
silver and brass. If l e.ft on the instrument long enough, it will eventually 
eat into the metal. If the cork on the key is defective, it must be repla ced 
in order to prevent a leak. Whenever removing or replacing a s lide, be 
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certain that the corresponding valve is open. This is achieved by depressing 
the piston. 
Removing J ammed Mouthpieces from Valve Instruments . If a 
mouthpiece becomes stuck in the mouthpipe , the task o.f removing it must 
be handl ed with care and pa tience or else an even more serious repair 
problem m ay r esult. Oftentimes in a ttempting to loosen and remove a 
mouthpiece, braces a re torn loose, mouthpiece receivers are pulled away 
from the mouthpipe , and the mouthpipe itself is bent and broken. The se 
pa rts are illustrated in Figure 36 . 
C(/P 
TIIROI'/T 
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~ FERRWE IVOUTHPIPE 
Figure 361 
The most convenient method of removing a mouthpiece which ha s 
1c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana , Conn 
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become stuck, is by using the device alled the ' 'Mouthpiece P uller. '' The 
Continental Mus ic Company, 1810 Ridge Aven,ue , Evanston, Illinois i s one 
company from which this tool m ay be pur chased. All types of brass 
instrument mouthpieces may be accorrmodated and the tool is guaranteed 
to pull out frozen mouthpieces without dam age to the instrurr,.ent or mouth-
piece itself. 
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If the mouthpiece pulling device i s. not availabl e , the next best thing 
is to hold the mouthpiece firmly and tap around the ferrule at the end of the 
mouthpipe \Vith a •.:rooden mallet. Usually not more than three or fou r bl ows 
are necessary to loosen the mouthpiece . If it does not come loose, use some 
penetrating oil and repeat the tapping procedure. If necessary, heat the 
mouthpipe sl ightly and tap gently . 
Never put an instrument away with the mouthpiece left in the n:.outh-
pipe . It may become jammed in the m outhpipe a s the result of a j a r . Also, 
when inserting the mouthpiece into the mouthpipe, never hit the cup with 
the pal rr, of the hand to sea t it tightly .. This will almost always jam it. 
Use a rotating motion of about a half turn. Remove it with this same rotating 
motion. It i s very important to clean the mouthpiece frequently. The throat 
i s the critical spot in the mouthpiece as it does not take much dirt in this 
narrmv throat to spoil the performance of the mouthpiece . 
Cleaning the Brass Instrument Mouthpiece. Hot water and soap may 
be used to wash any brass instrument mouthpiece . Do not for ce a cleaning 
rod through the bore of the mouthpiece since the pa ssage may be gouged 
and enlarged. Be certa in tha t the mouthpiece is placed in its appropria te 
compartment when put in the case . If it is left to bounce l oosely about 
it INill dent the instrument. 
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Cleaning the Outside Surfaces of the Valve Instruments . For a 
la cquered finish use any commercial solution which is designed for cl€a ning 
la cquer. Be certa in to rub it dry with a so.ft cloth until all stickiness ha s 
disappea red. Avoid using cleaners with alcohol in them since this will take 
lacquer off. To clea n pol ished bra ss, chronlium, nickel-silver, or a nickel 
pla ted surface, one s a tisfactory solution can be made by mixing a tablespoon-
.ful o.f fine gr ade ~Nhiting in a half gla ss of denatured alcohol. Stir the 
w ·hiting well and apply a light coa ting to the instrument. Wipe thi s off with 
a soft cloth when it is dry . For a silver finish use a good silver polish in 
either paste or liquid .form. A gold .finish should be cleaned with jewel er ' s 
rouge and a piece of soft flannel. Do not allow any of the cleaning m aterial 
to get on the inside of the s lides or valves . Use the cleaning solutions 
spa ringly and be sure to wipe them of£ thoroughly. To protect the metal 
from excessive perspira tion, it is a good idea to us e gua rds 'Nhich a re 
usually made out of plastic or lea ther . In many instances the acid in perspira -
tion will " eat" the la cquer off the instrun~ ent. On the larger valve instruments 
with detachable bells , such as euphoniums, tubas and sousaphones, put a 
little va seline on the bell receiver rings a nd the bell set s crews so tha t 
they will work freely. This will a l so serve to reta rd corrosion on these 
parts . 
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The French Horn._ Many of the suggested procedures regarding 
the cleaning and care of valve instruments apply equally well to the French 
horn. To clean the inside tubing follow the procedure outlines on page 98. 
It is doubly important to keep the tubing of the French horn free fro m dirt 
because of its comparatively small bore. "The same a mount of dirt will 
do greater harm to the playing qualities of the French horn than it \.Vill to 
the playing qualities of the cornet or trumpet. " 1 
Cleaning the outside finish of the French horn is exactly the s a me 
as the methods presented on page ll6 for the various metals. 
The French Horn Bell. It should be remembered tha t the metal 
which forms the bell is very thin and so.ft. " These two qual ities have been 
found necessary to produce the peculia r velvety tone coloring and flexible 
response demanded by the .fine st horn artists. " 2 As a consequence, the 
French horn bell r equires the greatest care possible. If the bell does 
become dented, it may be best not to have the dents taken out unless they 
a re extremely large . When brass or nickel-silver is bent, rubbed or 
pounded, it becomes ha rder than it ,_vas. As was previously sta ted, the 
softest and thinnest metal gives the best results when used in the m aking 
of the French horn bell. Consequently, it i s best not to allow the bell to be 
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worked on unless it is absolutely necessary. Most professional French horn 
players prefer to l eave all but the very worst dents a lone . Never set the horn 
lc.G. Conn, Hm;v To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, India na , Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p. 18. 
2ibid., p . 19 . 
down on its bell. It is liable to .fall over and serious damage to the 
instrument may result. Also , do not lay the horn down so that the valve 
keys are underneath. Be sure that the mouthpipe side is down so that the 
keys will be up. When the horn is placed in the carrying case, it should be 
strapped securely to prevent the bell .from taking the full impact o.f any 
.falls or ja rs. 
The French Horn Mouthpiece . To remove a stuck mouthpiece and 
to clean the mouthpiece observe the suggested procedures given on page ll4 . 
The rim of the horn mouthpiece is exceptionally narrow and is easily 
dented. All precautions should be taken to prevent this .from happening. 
The mouthpiece stem is also very thin and can be dented very easily if it 
is dropped or struck. When the mouthpiece is placed in the ca se, it should 
always be put into the compartment provided to hold it in order to prevent 
it from bouncing' about and denting the instrument. · 
Replacing a Broken Valve String. Most rotary valves are rota ted 
with string. These strings wear out eventually and must be renewed. This 
operation is undoubtedly the most .frequent repair which must be performed 
on the French horn. The first step is to remove the broken string by 
l oosening the string set s crews. One is located on the key extension lever 
and the other i s on the stop arm. If regular valve string is not available, 
use a good grade of linen .fishing line with about a 27 -pound test. Cut of.f a 
piece about seven inches long and tie a substantial knot at one end. 
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Start the re - stringing process by inserting the string through the 
hol e in the extension lever. The knot should be on the side of the lever away 
fro m the valve. Seat the knot in the hole by pulling the string tight. The 
rotary valve is illustrated along with the key ex tension lever in Figure 37 . 
/CfY 
EXTENSION 
J.£V£R 
Figure 37 
Pull the string a round to the right of the stop arm hub and encircle 
the set screw numbered 2. The direction of encirclement is in a clockwise 
direction iNhich is the s a me direction in which the scre·w is turned to be 
tightened. The string is brought around the set screw and under, at the 
point marked 3. It then continues around the other side of the stop a rm 
hub on its way to the hole in the key extension arm, or point 5. This 
return loop a round the stop arm hub passes undernea th the string a t 
point 4. To complete the re - stringing operation, push the string through 
the hole in the extension arm at number 5 a nd encircle the set scre\1\T (#1) 
in a clockwise direction bringing the return l oop under, the s a me a s was 
done a t number 3 and number 4. It is helpful to remember that all of the 
return loops after encircling set screw number 2, cross underneath the 
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string already at these points. The completed operation is shown in Figure 38. 
Figure 381 
After the string has been strung properly, the 'next thing to do is to 
tighten the set screws. The string should be pulled taut throughout and 
then the set screw marked number 1 should be tightened. After this ha s 
been done, l ower the key to the desired height and tighten set screw number 
2. If the rotor does not work smoothly; loosen the set screw m a rked number 
l and allow a little slack. Try the rotor again and tighten the set screw 
after the desired response is achieved. After the string has been tightened 
around set screw number l, leave about 1 1/2" extra and cut the rest o.ff. 
This additional string will allow .fo r a good grip in the event tha t the string 
needs re - tightening after it stretches. 
Oiling the Bearings of the Rotary Valve. It is not necessary to 
disassemble the entire valve on most instruments in order to oil the bearings . 
1c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
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The bearings should be oiled every two or three months . The .first 
thing that must be done is to loosen the stop arm retaining s cr ew about 
.four turns . This is illustra ted in Figure 39 . 
--+--.STOP A R/1 HUB 
STOP AR 11--+-~,..,-~------\ 
FRO;VT flEA f)_....,.,_ ____ -r COI?f( STOP 
BEARING 
--~VALVE CASING 
Figure 391 
Then unscrew the valve cap completely . After this ha s been done, 
hit the head of the reta ining s crew lightly with a s mall, wooden m allet. 
This will push the rotor toward the back of the valve and .,;vill .force out the 
valve back head. The reta ining s crew will now. rest against the top o.f the 
stop a rm hub as illustra ted in F igure 40. 
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Figure 401 
Next, push the rotor toward the .front of the valve aga in so that 
a part of the rotor shaft will be exposed. This i s marked number 2 in 
the illustration. P l ace a few drops of .fine oil at this point. Do not use 
an excessive amount of oil as too much is as bad as none at a ll. In 
lc .G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
Instrument Company, 1'946, p . 16. 
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order for some oil to reach the sidewall of the rotor, drop a little oil 
between the ca sing and the rotor. 
After the oiling has been completed, the back head should be 
replaced. Be sure that the mark or notch on the valve ca sing and the 
mark on the edge of the back head a re in line. These marks are shown 
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in Figures 4L and42 on page 125. They are indicated by the numbers l and 2. 
To properly seat the back head use a cylindrical wooden tube 
with a hole slightly larger than the diameter of the shaft and bearing 
in the center of the back head. A section .from a bamboo pole will 
serve the purpose. Place the back head firmly in the proper position 
with the notches lined up and tap it all the way in by using the wooden 
tube and a small wooden mallet. After it has been securely seated, 
tighten the stop arm hub retaining screw and replace the valve cap . If 
there is any excess oil, wipe it dry. It is a good policy to oil the rocker 
arm of the key a s well as the springs which manipulate them. This will 
prevent corrosion a nd rust from .forming on them as well as keep them 
functioning smoothly. 
Installing New Stop Corks on the French Horn. This operation 
must be done very accurately since it directly affects the response a nd 
intonation of the instrument. To properly replace stop corks it i s essen-
tia l to understand what their .function is regarding the actual performance 
o.f the French lDrn. When the valve key is up, or open, the valve parts 
are in the position indicated in Figure 41. 
CORK STOP 
Pi.. AT£ 
CORk 
STOP 
~ra•---,4'----srop 
A/?1'1 
Figure 411 
When the valve key is depressed, the valve parts are in the 
position shown in Figure 42. 
CORK $TOP 
PLAT£. 
Figure 422 
Notice that the position of the m a rks or notches numbered 4 and 
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5 change when the valve is depressed, as does the position of the stop arm_ . 
1c.G. Conn , How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana , Conn 
Instrument Company, 1946, p . 1'7. 
2
"b"d l l . 
When the valve key is depressed, the air column is directed into the 
slides to which it is attached. When the valve key is not depressed or 
left open, the air column is cut off .from the slides and not allowed to 
enter . In other words, in order for the air column to enter the .first 
valve s lides, the .first valve key must be depressed. The .first valve 
s l ides being the ones nearest the mouthpiece . 
The cork stop control s the amount of opening which occurs at 
the knuckles in the casing when the valve keys are depressed. If the 
cork is not adj usted just right, the ports in the rotor will not quite meet 
the knuckles, or openings, and as a result, the instrument will blow 
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stuffily. This happens because some of the a ir column is being prevented 
from entering the slides . To determine whether the correct opening is 
occurring, take the valve cap off and look a t the ma rks on the back head 
bearing . "When the valves are depressed .firmly against the lower cork 
stop, the marks on the back of the valve should be exactly as they are 
pictured in Figure 41. To put it more simply, they should be at nine 
o'clock. When the stop arm is pressed .fi rmly against the upper cork 
stop, the mark should be as they are shown in Figure 42, or at a quarter 
past twelve . It they do not meet the requirements just explained, remove 
\ 
the old corks ard insert new ones . 
Simply lcut a piec e of cork to the approximate shape desired and 
press it into t b jaws of the cork stop pl a te . Usually i t is not necessary 
to use an adhe ive . Cut the cork so that it .fits tightly. Always cut the 
cork so that it will be larger than the adj ustment requires. After both 
stop corks are pressed into place, cut the cork down until the guide 
marks on the back of the valve line up perfectly. Shape the bottom cork 
first and when the marks form the desired position of nine o 'clock shape 
the upper stop cork so that the guide marks .form a quarter past twelve. 
Shave the corks very carefully and test frequently as this is being done . 
If the job is done accura tely, the horn will blow as .fr eely as possible. 
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The Tenor Trombone. On the basis of the information which 
was given in the questionnaire, it can be stated that this particula r brass 
instrument requires the most .frequent attention. It is especially impor -
tant that the trombone be handled with the utmost o.f care since one small 
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dent in the hand slide casing can impair the performance of the instrument 
to no end. This delicate a rea of the instrument is afforded the least 
amount of protection and consequently, extreme care must be observed 
in order to prevent damage to this vulnerable section. The brass out-
side slides have a wall thickness of .from .011" or el even thousandths 
of an inch, to as little as . 006 " or six thousandths of an inch. 
Since an ordinary human hair is about .003 " or three 
thousandths of an inch in diameter, the thickness of the outside 
slide ' s wall is equivalent to the combined diameter of about three 
.fine human hairs . Consider a tube which is over four feet long made 
of brass which is only three hairs in thickness and sometimes is 
only hvo hairs in thickness . Further consider that this tube must 
fit over another tube so that the outside diameter of the inside s lide 
is only .006 " less than the inside diameter of the outside slide ; that 
makes the clearance on ea ch side between the stocking of the inside 
slide and the inside of the _outside slide only .003" or about the 
diameter of a human hair .1 · 
These thicknesses and clearances are in themselves indica tions 
of just how delicate the slides on the trombone are manufactured and 
should serve as "red lights " to anyone who ha s occasion to handle the 
instrument. 
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Care of the Hand Slides. First and most important of a ll, 
never drop the hand slides. To avoid this, it is a good idea to always 
pick the trombone up by grasping the outside hand brace. This method 
of picking up the instrument should be empioyed even if the trombone 
has a slide lock since very o.ften, through carel essness, this lock is 
left unlatched. Be certain that the carrying case gives adequate protec-
tion for the hand slides. The blocking should hold the slides securely 
in place, but not rigidly, against the lid of the case . The reason is 
simple. Oftentimes, when opening a trombone case, one side of the case 
sticks and without thinking, you get a good grip on the free side and 
force the case open. This force raises one end of the case much higher 
than the other and if the slides are held rigidly against the lid, they 
will receive the brunt of the .force and will become damaged. Usually it 
is best to hold the hand slides by only one button or brace at each end. 
This will allow enough .freedom so that the slides will not be twisted with 
the lid. 
When the instrument is not in use, never stand it up or allow it 
to rest on the bumper knob . In this position it is liable to skid and 
darrcage the slides since the knob is rounded . Lay the trombone on a 
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fl a t surface v1hich is l arge enough to accommodate its full length. This 
does not mean across a chair since the inE'trument will only be supported 
by the center section and unnecessary strain will be placed upon the 
slides. It may be necessary to take the instrument apart if a suitable 
resting place is not available. This should be encouraged since it will 
undoubtedly save needless repairs. Never sit or lean on the trombone 
case as this pressure is apt to spring the J id of the case or damage the 
slides. Whenever it is necessary to carry the trombone, in the case , 
through several door ways or crowded areas, hold the case in a vertical 
position with the bell end in the crook of the arm, close to the side of the 
body. This will prevent any damage which might result from the instru-
ment becoming jammed in a doorway. If a slide does become sprung or 
dented, the best policy is to take it to a pro.fessional repairman since 
more serious damage can be inflicted upon the instrument if the proper 
tools and skill are not employed in the repair operation. 
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Cleaning the Hand Slides. When removing the inside slides from 
the outside casing, use a lifting motion. Hold the ca sing in a vertical 
position and lift the inside slides out of it. This will prevent the inside 
slides .from becoming dented as a result of their dropping or s winging 
down to a vertical position after they have been removed, a s often 
happens when the casing is held horizontally. Lay the inside s lide .flat 
on a clean cloth and clean the outside slide firs t . 
To clean the outside slide, .first use a strong piece of cord 
about five feet l ong with a small weight at one end. Attach a strip of 
cheesecloth about six to eight inches v:ide and approximately five to six 
feet long to the other end. Run this through the outside slide crook in 
order to remove any dirt or .foreign matter which may be a ccumulated 
in the crook. Next prepare a cleaning rod by using a piece of cheesecloth 
of the same dimensions and thread one end of it through the eye of a 
trombone cleaning rod. Wrap the cloth spirally until the entire rod is 
covered and no metal remains exposed so that the inside of the slide 
will not become marred or gouged when the cleaning rod is inserted. 
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This is extremely important since the outside s lide is the bearing surface 
for the stocking of the ins .ide slide and any gouge or scratch will impair 
the slide action. When the rod has been properly prepared, insert it into 
one side of the slide using a rotating motion in order to prevent the rod 
from becoming stuck or jammed. One very important thing to remember 
is that the side which is being cleaned must be the one which is held . 
Never hold one side of the s l ide and clean the other as this tends to 
spring the s lide out of shape. Run the cleaning rod into the slide several 
times, changing the cloth when it gets too grimy. Repeat the process 
until the cloth no longer becomes dirty when inserted. After the slide 
has been cleaned, run the weighted cord through the bore once more to 
remove any matter which may have been pushed into tre crook by the 
cleaning rod. 
To clea n the inside slide do not use the cleaning rod described 
for the outside slide. The rod is liabl e to damage the mouthpipe which 
is located at one end of the inside slide . Use the vve ighted cord to clean 
the inside s lide. This can be easily done since there is no crook in the 
tubing. Pull the c heesecloth through each tube several times, being care -
.ful to hold the section which is being cleaned. 
If the dirt .inside the slides has become dry and hard or if there 
is considerable corrosion, wash them with soap and water or use 
some gasoline or benzene on the cloth. Be sure to use cheesecloth, 
as it has very l ittle lint. A cloth with lint will leave small pieces 
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of fuz z in the slides and these will later come out and cause trouble 
with the slide a ctiori. It is a good idea to run cold water through both 
slides to remove lint after cleaning .1 
To clean the outside surface o.f the inside slide, use a piece of 
cheesecloth dampened with a little gasoline or benzene. Apply sparingly 
and VJipe the slides thoroughly until they are completely dry. A slight 
stain :may appear on the slides, but this is of no consequence as long a s 
the slides function properly. Do not use abrasives or buff the slide in an 
attempt to remove this discoloration. This will remove the protective 
shell of nickel or chromium . Badly worn slides are usually the result 
of buffing or having been constantly cleaned with an abrasive . They must 
be replated just as worn trumpet valves when they become noticeably 
loose . 
Cleaning the Cor~ Barrel. To remove the dirt which generally 
accumulates in the cork barrel use a small brush, .feather or pipe cleaner. 
If it has become hard or packed very tightly , gasoline may be used to 
loosen it. If dirt is a llowed to remain inside of the cork barrel, the 
action of the outside slide will eventually draw it out and as a result, 
the dirt will foul the slide action. If an instrum.ent has a spring stop 
instead of the ~ork slide stop, the same method of cleaning can be used. 
Lubrication of the Slides. The trombone slides should never be 
moved or worked when they are dry. The surface of both the inside and 
outside slides will be marred and as a result, the action of the instru-
ment will be impaired. Most players prefer to use cold cream and water 
1c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instr ument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
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to lubricate the slides. This is done by applying the cold cream to the 
slide when it is dry and then apply the water by spraying it on. Most 
instrument manufacturing companies recommend good trombone oil 
since it has been designed to meet the specific needs of the slide. On 
new slides it serves to .fill up the pores of the metal and guard against 
corrosion which results .from the slide being exposed to body a cids . 
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Also, it protects all slides from scratches which could slow down the 
slide a ction. Some slj des are nickel plated and some are plated with 
chromium. For the nickel plated slides, any good oil will serve equally 
well, but .for the chromium plated slides, an emulsion oil should be used. 
Regular oil will run off the chromium plated slides whereas the specially 
developed emulsion oil will adhere to them. The emulsion oil, however, 
is suitable .for use on the nickel plated slides. 
The Tuning Slide. Whenever an adj ustment is being made on the 
tuning slide it should be done in such a way that the .force is distributed 
evenly on the tuning slide brace. This will prevent the slide from binding 
and becoming stuck or jammed. In the event that the tuning slide does 
become stuck, never try to .force it out by pulling on the tuning device 
or 'Neight. This weight is merely a balance and is made as light as 
possible. It is meant to regulate tuning on well lubricated, .free - working 
slides and if an excessive amount of .force is exerted upon it, it is likely 
to come loose. To push the slide out the hand should be inserted between 
the two braces and the thumb should be used to push the slide out as 
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indicated in Figure 43 . 
Figure 431 
To push the s lide in, grasp the instrument as shown in F igure 44. 
Figure 442 
l c.G. Conn, How To Care For Your Instrument, Elkhart, Indiana, Conn 
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The tuning slide should be kept well lubrica ted. Vaseline or 
tallow may be used for this purpose. After the lubricant has been applied, 
push the slide in as .far as it will go and wipe off all of the excess vaseline 
or tallow which squeezes out a t the joint. 
Cleaning the Bell. The best method to use in cleaning the inside 
of the bell is by pulling the weighted cord mentioned previously through 
the bore several times. For a more thorough cleaning, warm water and 
soap may be used. Be careful not to use hot water on lacquered instru-
went since it will blister the la cquer . 
Cleaning the Outer Finishes o.f the Trombone. The same solu-
tions may be used on the various .finishes o.f the trombone a s were 
suggested for the other brass instruments on page ll6. The 1..vater key 
on the outer slide should be examined to be certa in that there is no 
leak at this point. An application o.f oil should also be pla ced on the 
spring to prevent corrosion. Do not hold the water key in pla c e by a 
r ubber band. The effect which this has on the metal has been explained 
previously on page 113. 
The Trombone Mouthpiece. The procedure used in cleaning a nd 
removing stuck mouthpieces used on all brass instruments is outlined 
starting on page 114. 
The Bass Trombone. The suggestions used for the care of the 
tenor trombone apply equally well to the bass trombone with the excep -
tion of the rotary valve . The most .frequent repair which will have to be 
performed on the rota ry valve will undoubtedly be the replacement o.f 
broken string. The markings a nd setting of the rotary on the bass 
trombone are exactly opposite from those which have al ready been 
explained for the French horn starting on page 124 under the heading 
of installing new stop :corks . The difference is that when the markings 
indicate quarter after twelve, the by-pass is open. This closes E and F 
slides on the bass trombone. When the markings indicate nine o ' clock, 
the by-pass is closed and the E and F slide tubing is open. 
The care of the rotary and oiling can be done just as on the 
French horn. Do not use too much oil as this may be just as ineffective 
as none at all. 
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Chapter V. STRING INSTRUMENTS 
The String Instruments; Violin, Viola, Cello and Bass Viol. 
Because the physical cha r acteristics of the string instruments are 
approximately the s a me, with the exception o.f their rela tive s izes of 
course, the information presented in subsequent paragraphs will apply 
to them all unless otherwise stated. 
Care of the String Instruments . Generally, the wood used in 
the making of a good string instrument has been seasoned .for at least 
.fifteen years. The backs, sides and necks o.f the string instruments 
a re usually made of .flamed m aple while the top sections are almost 
always manufactured of hard spruce which has an even grain. Most 
of the pegs are made of ebony, however, the l atest development has 
been a peg which has its stem constructed of specially hardened alumi-
num alloy and the head is .fa shioned .from plastic. Climatic conditions 
generally affect string instruments just as they affect the wood reed 
instruments. During hot a nd humid weather, or in coastal a reas, the 
wood c_ollects moisture which causes the body to s well. During the 
winter , when the string instrument is us ually kept in a n artificially 
heated room where the humidity is low, the wood dries out and shrinks . 
These changes are especially noticeabl e on the cello and bass viol. All 
of the string instruments should be protected from extreme or sudden 
changes in climate since the wood is susceptible to cracking. The bow 
hair is also affected by humidity. The ha ir will stretch if exposed to a 
- 139 -
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great deal of humidity for any length of time. 
After a string instrument has been played upon, remove all of 
the excess rosin 1.vhich has fallen onto the top of the instrument. Use a 
clean cloth for this and only wipe the area where the rosin is concen-
trated. Then with another soft cloth, preferably silk, 7vipe the rest of 
the instrument to remove all perspiration and .finger marks. Do not use 
the same cloth with which the rosin was removed to polish the instrument, 
since particles of the rosin might adhere to it and scratch the instrument. 
Commercial violin polish should be applied at regula r intervals . These 
products add a protective coa ting to the wood as well as preserve the 
lustre of the varnish. 
The Bow. Ah vays loosen the hair on the bow before it is placed 
into the case .for a ny length of time. If it is allowed to remain tight, it 
might pull or stretch away .from the ferrule in the event that there is 
considerable moisture present. Bows which have become dirty may be 
washed with a small brush, similar to a toothbrush, and soap. After it 
has been allowed to dry thoroughly, apply a generous amount of powdered 
r osin. This process might be helpful in getting new bmvs, or newly 
rehaired bows, to grip the strings. 
Most bow trouble is caused by the threads in the eyelet wearing 
so that the bow screw will not hold. If additional eyelets are not 
available to replace the worn one, an emergency repair can be made 
by removing the worn eyelet, and if the threads have not been com-
pletely worn o.ff, two or three taps with a small hammer will bend 
the eyelet enough so that the bow screw will hold .for a .few days . 
This is really ".first aid" as there is nothing permanent about the 
operation.1 
Surfacing the Neck of a String Tnstru:rr;ent. The necks on all 
string instruments should be free of shellac and varnish. The rea son 
for this statement i s that when playing a string instrument the hands 
often become moist and consequently stick on a neck finished in either 
shellac or varnish. "For technical facility, the necks on all string 
instruments should have an oil finish which will make them absolutely 
smooth. ''2 
In the event that a particular string instrument has been m a nu-
.factured with the neck shellacked or varnished, and many are, remove 
the va rnish by using very fine sandpaper . Be sure that every bit of the 
varnish or shellac is removed and then smooth the surface of the neck 
with .fine steel wool. Then wipe the surface with a 1.r..rater moistened cloth. 
This will raise the grain and .facilitate the oiling process. Smooth the 
surface once more with the steel wool and then cover the neck with a 
thin coating of raw linseed oil. If it is convenient, hea t the linseed oil. 
Allow the oil to penetrate for about seven hours and then rub the surface 
smooth with a wool cloth. It will be necessary to repeat this process 
several times until a very smooth surface is obta ined. 
1 Harold Harvey, "First Aid in Violin Classes", Chicago, Illinois, 
Educa tional Music Magazine, November-December, 1938, p . 18. 
2scherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc ., 
195 5, p. 22. 
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There are three m ajor repair problems which must be per-
formed on every string instrument fro m time to time . Whenever they 
occur the instrument is r ende red useless . They a re a broken ta il piece 
gut, a broken bridge, and an unglued .fingerboa rd. None of the repairs 
required to rectify any of the above a re very difficult and they ca n be 
completed in a short time if the proper technique is employed. 
Replacing the Tail - gut. It is useless to attempt to repair the 
old ta il- gut even if the ends have simply pulled through the holes in the 
tailpiece. This is usually and indication that the gut is old and r otten. 
Befor e commencing the r epair, remove the four strings .from the ta il-
piece and wrap the m around the scroll ca refully so that they will not 
become kinked . They m ay be fa stened with a rubber band . Ta ilpiece 
gut ca n be bought already cut to the proper length with one end finished 
and ready to be inserted through the ta ilpiece . If one end of the gut ha s 
not already been .finished, by this it is m eant tha t one end has been 
fas hioned into a ''bell" or knot so that it will not slip through i:he hol e 
unde r the tailpiece, the gut should be prepa red in the following m anner . 
Cut off a piece of tail - gut which is approximately one and one 
half inches longer than the tota l length of the broken pieces of the old 
gut. Hold one end of the gut close to a .flame until it swells a nd a "bell-
shaped" end is formed. This is illustra ted in Figure 45. 
F igure 45 
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Press this end against a hard sur.face until it cools so tha t 
the shape will be retained. Be careful not to burn the gut as this will 
weaken it considerably. After the gut has hardened again, wrap heavy 
thread tightly around the "bell - shaped" end so that a reinforced stop 
·will result. This will prevent the gut from slipping through the hole 
under the tailpiece when the loop is .formed. The ',vr apping operation 
is illustra ted in Figure 46 . 
START 
Figure 461 
After the end has been securely wrapped with the thread, tie 
the ends of the thread and heat a piece of rosin. Apply the melted rosin 
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to the thread. Allow the rosin to saturate the thread thoroughly. Do not 
drip any of the melted rosin on the hands . While the rosin is still hot, 
insert the end opposite the bell into the tailpiece and pull the ''bell - shaped" 
end of the gut .firmly up against the inside lip of the tailpiece . Hold the 
1Scherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc . , 
1955, p . 4 . 
gut .firmly in place until the rosin has had an opportunity to set. 
After this has been completed, insert the free end of the gut into 
the other hole in the ta ilpiece . All tha t has been done i s to form a loop 
in the tail-gut. P lace the tailpiece in position on the instrument and put 
the loop over the end button. The small end of the tailpiece should be in 
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the center of the saddle and just on the edge of the body as shown in Figure 47 . 
1A!LPI£C£. 
Figure 47 
When the tailpiece is in the proper position, take up a ny slack 
which m ight be present in the loop. Hold the tailpiece and gut securely 
and r emove the end button. Turn the tailpiece over and cut off all but 
1/16 " of the excess gut. Be sure not to remove the .free end from the 
hole in the tailpiec e to do this. Pull it through .farther and prepare it 
just as the other end. Heat it, wrap it with thread, apply the rosin and 
seat it securely against the inside l ip of the tailpiece. After the second 
end has cooled, replace the end button and put the loop a round it. Fasten 
the strings to the tailpiece once again and replace the bridge . 
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Fitting a New Bridge . If a bridge on a string instrument breaks, 
there is nothing to do but to repl ace it with a new one. One importa nt 
consider ation is the type of curvature which is to be used . This bridge 
curvature must conform with the curvature of the fingerboard. During 
recent years there have been two distinct curvatures devel oped. These 
are the French curvature and the Viennese curvature . The French model 
is less round than is the Viennese model. The French curvature is also 
slightly lower a t the A and D (violin) strings . It enables the player to 
perform more r apidly and to develop bette r and faster technique . This 
model, however, requires per.fect alignment of the f ingerboard; othenvise, 
the player is apt to touch bNo strings simultaneously. 
The Viennese curvature is l ower at the A and D (viol in) strings . 
It is usually used when the .fingerboard has not been aligned perfectly 
since it usually eliminates the possibility of the performer playing on 
two strings simultaneously. The disadvantage of this type of curvature 
is that the bow must travel more and consequently, fa tigue in the bow 
arm is more pronounced. 
The .first step in fitting a new bridge is to remove the four strings 
.from the ta ilpiece and secure them lightly a round the scroll with a rubber 
band so that they will not become kinked. Cut a piece o.f medium gr ained 
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sandpaper and place it on top of the instrument where the bridge is to 
be placed, with the coarse side up. Next, place the new bridge in the 
correct position on top of the sandpaper and with short, pressured strokes 
of about 1/ 2 ", move the new bridge back and forth. The strokes should 
be toward the fingerboard and ba ckwards towards the ta ilpiece. This 
operation is intended to shape the .feet of the bridge to the contour of the 
top of the instrument. Remember to hold the back of the bridge perpendi -
cular to the top of the instrument so tha t the bridge will tilt ba ckvvard 
slightly. It will be ne cessa ry to finish the shaping opera tion with a sharp 
bladed knife. Scrape the .feet of the bridge until the desired curva ture i s 
obtained and then use the s andpaper once more to finish the job. 
The next thing that must be done is to cut the no tches for the 
strings. The illustra tions which follovJ on pa ge 147 were taken .from the 
Scherl and Roth, Inc. publica tion entitled You Fix Them.l The b r idges 
are drawn to the exact measurements .for all string instruments. The 
proper spacing .for the string notches is indicated .for each individual bridge . 
Using a sharp knife, cut deep notches in the bridge a s illustrated 
in Figure 48. 
Figure 48 
lscherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc. , 1955. 
VIENNESE 
VIOLA. 
VIOLIN 
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DOUBLE BASS 
Figure 491 
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1scherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc., 
1955, p. 33. 
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After the notches have been cut, replace the ta ilpiece and the 
strings on the instrument and place the new bridge in its proper posi-
tion. The strings should be tightened enough to hold the bridge in place . 
The correct position for the bridge is illustrated in Figure 50. 
Figure 501 
The next consideration is to measure the di stance of the two 
outer strings above the end of the .fingerboa rd nearest to the bridge. 
There is, of course, some difference in personal re y_uirements of each 
individual player as to the exact height of the strings to the fingerboard. 
However, for sehool purposes, the following measurements should give 
comfortable results . 
The bridge should be high enough to allow the follov.ring cle a r ances 
between the strings and the top of the .fingerboard a t the bridge end. 
1Erick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual , F ourth Edition, Elkhart, 
Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p. 173. 
These distances are for standard or .full-sized instruments; smaller 
instruments are slightly less:l 
Gut Strings All Steel Strin~s 
Violin E 1/8" G 3/16" Violin E 3/32" G 5/32 " 
Viola A 3/16" c 4/16 " Viola A 9/64" c 3/16" 
Cello A 1/4" c 5/16" Cello A ll/64" c 1/4 " 
Bass G 7/16" E 5/8" Bass G 21/64" E 7 /16 " 
After the notches have been cut to the proper depth, remove the 
bridge and trim the excess wood o.ff the top o.f the bridge so that only 
slight notches remain. The bridge notches should be finished with a fine 
file until the exact clearance is attained. The final notches should 
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measure to a depth o.f approximately one half the diameter o.f each respec-
tive string. The entire bridge should then be smoothed with fine sandpaper. 
The thickness o.f the bridge should be taken down by laying it 
flat on a piece of coarse sandpaper and working o.ff the excess wood 
until the top edge is slightly less than 1/16 ' ' and the lower edge a little 
less than 3/16" thick. 
The bridge is then ready to be mounted on the instrument. Do not 
glue the feet of the bridge to the instrument. Merely place it in the 
position as indica ted in Figure 50. Apply a drop o.f warm wa ter to each 
of the feet. This will warp the fibres close to the top o.f the instrument 
curvature and when allowed to dry will produce a much closer fit than 
can be achieved by additional sanding or filing. Remember, do not glue 
1scherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc., 
1955, p. 32. 
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the .feet of the bridge to the body of the instrument. 
The Fingerboard. If there are wedges or grooves in the .finger-
board, or if it has been warped, it should be taken to a pro.fessional 
repairman for reconditioning. Nothing is more important to the well-
. being o.f a string instrument than its .fingerboard . 
The best .finger boards are made of well seasoned ebony which 
is of a close - grained texture, and naturally black throughout. T he next 
best wood is rosewood, o.f a dark reddish brown color, with irregular 
black streaks running through its structure. Every .fingerboard should 
be periodically tested with a straight-edge~ To do this, remove the 
strings from their respective pegs and place the straight- edge on the 
fingerboard in a line with the string positions. Look to see whether any 
portion of the .fingerboard strikes between its extremities. The places 
that do strike should be marked and sanded down with a very .fine grade 
of sandpaper which will not leave scratches on the wood. 
If the fingerboard is not properly seated on the .face o.f the neck 
of the instrument, the measurement o.f the distance between the strings 
and the top of the fingerboard will not be accurate. If this is the case, 
it may be necessary to remove the .fingerboard and plane the bottom 
surface so that it will be level when placed on the neck. To do this, use 
a thin bladed knife or chisel and work from the upper end downward 
toward the bridge. In this leveling process, it is essential that much 
consideration be given to the correct pitch o.f the .fingerboard. The 
distance between the top of the string instrument and the butt end of the 
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fingerboard is 13/16" as illustrated in Figure 51. The same distance 
on the viola should be 15/16 " and on the cello it should measure 2 a nd 7/16 ". 
FINO£R80AR 
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Figure 51 
Re - gluing the Fingerboard. The .first thing to do is to remove 
all of the old glue . Be sure that none is allowed to r emain since it will 
prevent the proper contact beb.veen the .fingerboard and the neck of the 
instrument. Use only the .finest grade violin glue which must be soaked 
overnight in cold water and then heated in a double boiler . Never use 
glue which has been previously heated since good results cannot be 
assured. Loosen the strings as far as possible without pulling them out 
of the peg holes and scrape all of the old glue from the neck. 
Apply a generous amount of glue, being certa in tha t it is still warm 
when it is applied. It is a good policy to do this particular repair in a warm 
room so that the instrument itself will be warm. Use "C" clamps to 
hold the fingerboard on the neck. P la ce pieces of felt between the 
clamps and the wood so that it will not be s cratched. Wipe the excess 
glue off with a cloth moistened in warm water . Allow the glue to set 
for .five or s ix hours and if any glue is evident, it can be ·easily s craped 
off at this time. 
Repairing Body Cracks. ·A crack in the surface of a violin, viola, 
cello, or bass will prove to be detrimental to the tone of the instrument. 
If the cra ck is short and if comparatively closed, the tone will not be 
affected to any great extent. However, if it is not promptly repaired, it 
will eventually become longer and widen to a point where the l east vibra-
tion of the instrument will cause the crack to buzz. The tone will be 
muted and lifeless. As soon as a body cra ck is di s covered, the strings 
should be loosened in order to avoid any unnecessary stra in on the body 
of the instrument. 
When repairing body cra cks, it is a good policy to remove all of 
the fittings, such as the bridge, strings and tailpiece . Mark the pegs 
according to strings with a pencil so that each peg will be replaced in the 
appropria te peg hole. 
Use the same violin glue described previously and with a very 
thin bladed knife, .fill the crack with the warm glue . Apply a little glue 
at a t ime and work it down well into the crack. Depress the wood on one 
side of the crack with the finger of one hand, and then work the glue into 
the crack with a .finger .from the other hand. Keep applying glue until the 
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entire crack is .filled. Have a damp cloth on hand to remove any glue 
which might get on the varnished surface of the instrument. 
After the crack has been filled, apply a clamp to draw the two 
edges of the crack together. Several different kinds of clamps are 
available for this purpose depending upon the l ocation of the crack. Do 
not exert too much pressure on the wood as the instrument might be 
damaged. Look to see that one side of the crack does not r ide above the 
other. They must .fit perfectly even. If this does happen, place a wooden 
wedge between the clamp and the crack in order to keep the two edges 
even when the clamp is tightened. Protect the wood with felt as was 
suggested in another paragraph. 
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If it is necessary to re - glue a crack which was previously repaired 
and has become unglued, be certain that all of the old glue i s removed 
from the cracked area. It may be necessary to apply warm water to the 
old glue in order to soften it sufficiently so that it can be removed. When 
the crack can be completely closed with a clamp, the old glue will have 
been softened enough and the re-gluing operation can be started. Be 
certain that the violin glue is warm when it is applied to the cracked area. 
R~j;luing Open Edges. With the thin bladed knife, remove all of 
the old glue present. Probe a long the adjacent joints to be sure that 
there are no other loose or open edges . These loose edges are often 
caused when an ins trument is exposed to excessive moisture for a pro -
l onged period of time . A defec t of this kind will usually impair the tone 
of the instrument considerably. 
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As soon a s an opening is found, insert a piece of thin metal, 
tin is about the best, and press sideways . The opening will readily widen 
since the glue on either s ide of the loose edge is probably very 1.veak. 
Continue . to press the opening wider until there is noticeable resistance 
where the glue is hard. Work the metal back and forth in a sawing motion 
in order to remove all dry particles of the old glue . This i s very impor -
tant s ince the contacting surfa ces will not adhere properly when glued if 
there are hardened particles of old glue present. 
"C"··damps are the best for holding the two edges together. Do 
not begin to insert glue into the opening until the clamps are available 
for immediate use . Apply the hot glue with a small brush or with a thin 
metal applicator . The glue cools rapidly so it is necessa r y to wor k fast. 
Fill the opening with glue and clamp the two edges together .. Do not 
apply too much pressure as the top of the instrument is made of spruce, 
a soft wood, and it will damage easily. Wipe the excess glue of.f the instru-
ment with a cloth moistened in warm water and let the glue ha rden for 
a t least seven hours. If the instrument was glued in several places, do 
not attempt to tighten the strings to concert pitch befo re the glue has been 
allowed to set for twenty-.four hours. 
Fitting the Sound Post. A string instrument should never be 
:played without a sound post. The pressure of the .four strings can cause 
serious damage which may permanently injure the tonal qualities of the 
instrument. If the tone of a particular string instrument is unsatisfactory, 
the source may be the sound post. It is possible that it is either improperly 
positioned or the post itself is inferior. To manipulate the sound post, 
a sound post setter is needed. This is a s cissor type tool which enables 
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an unexperienced individual to move the sound post a round with compara-
tive ease . This tool is shown in Figure 52. 
Figure 52 
To determine whether the post is properly seated, l oosen the 
strings about a full turn. The post should remain in its vertical position 
even if the instrument is moved about .. If it .falls, it is too short and 
should be replaced. If it remains standing; insert the sound post setter 
and try to move the post. It should move rather easily; if it does not, it 
is probably wedged in too tightly and should be r emoved and cut down. 
Before this is done, however, be certain that it was in its proper position 
to begin with. 
There is considerable difference of opinion as to just how the 
the sound post should set. For all practical purposes, we would 
recommend the following. The front edge of the sound post should 
set even with the back edge of the bridge toward the tailpiece. Some 
say there should be a 3/4" space between the two lengthwise to the 
instrument. The ~rosswise position of the sound post is approximately 
under the .foot on the E string side of the bridge . It is, or course, 
vertical.l 
l E r ick D. Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, 
Elkhart, Indiana, Erick D. Brand Company, 1946, p . 172 
When properly pl aced, the sound post must contact the upper and 
lower plates on the entire end surfaces of the sound post. This ca n be 
checked by using a dentist ' s mirror and inserting it into the "F" hole 
closest to the post. Generally speaking, if the E and A strings on the 
violin are the weakest, move the post nearer to the "F" hole. If the G 
and D strings are weak, move the sound post nearer to the center of the 
instrument. If the entire instrument is weak, move the post nearer to 
the bridge. Never glue the ends o.f the sound post into position. 
Pegs. On many of the cheaper string instruments it is not 
uncommon to find a peg which will not hold securely. Usually this situa-
tion can be easily remedied. The trouble is generally caused because 
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the string hol e is too near the small end of the peg. As a consequence, 
when the peg is tightened in the hole, the string will not allow the peg to 
be inserted all of the way in. The solution is simple . Drill a string hole 
farther from the small end of the peg with a sixteenth- inch drill so that 
the string will not bind against the s ide of the peg box. This is not a 
problem on the bass viol since this instrument is generally provided with 
geared head-plates and not pegs . It i s also important that the position of 
the strings on the pegs is correct. The right and wrong positions .for the 
strings a re indicated in F igure 53. 
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RIGHT WRONG 
Figure 531 
As a rule, old peg holes become worn so that they are no longer 
truly circular. If this happens, ream out the hol e with a 1/4" r a t tail 
file. There is a tool available which is designed to do this job even more 
a ccurately. This professional peg-hole reamer does the job of rounding 
and tapering holes quickly and perfectly. After the hole i s newly reamed 
it will probably be necessary to use a larger peg. As was stated pre -
viously, the best wood .for pegs is ebony. The .four pegs should project, 
on the head end, so that the shanks are .from 3/ 8" to 1/2" l ong. This 
is illustrated in Figure 54 (violin parts are indicated) . 
1scherl and Roth, You Fix Them, Cleveland, Ohio, Scherl and Roth, Inc. , 
1955, p . 20. 
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Re - stringing the Bowed Instruments . When a ttaching the strings 
/ 
to the pegs, never tie a knot in the end o.f the string. If this i s done, the 
string cannot be removed without cutting it. This will make it too s hort 
to be used again. In compl etely restr inging a bowed instrument, remove 
the bridge and attach the strings in order of their tonal pitch; that is, the 
fi rst peg on the right side, the second peg on the right side, the second peg 
on the l eft side and the .first peg on the l eft side. So that in the case of 
the violin the strings would be assembl ed as follows: E, A, D and G. 
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There are many methods of securing a string on a peg. The one 
which will be suggested here is generally accepted as one of the most 
e.ffective. F irst, attach the string to the ta ilpiece . When solid metal 
strings are being used, such as the E string on the violin, it i s desirable 
to have a metal adjuster to which the strings can be attached so that the 
fine wire will not cut into the ta ilpiece . Turn the peg so that the string 
hole is up. Insert the string until it touches the bottom of the peg box. 
Then rotate the peg so that the end of the string will come around, and up. 
For the pegs on the right side of the box, e .g. the E and A strings on the 
violin, the rotating motion should be in a counter - clockwise direction. 
For the pegs on the left side of the box, e .g. the G and D strings on the 
violin, the pegs should be twisted in a clockwise direction. After this has 
been done, grasp the end of the s tring and pass it under the part of the 
string which has already been inserted into the string hole. This is 
illustrated in Figure 55. 
Figure 55 
Take up the sl ack in the loop which is .formed and pull the string 
tight so that a wedge r esults. Repla ce the bridge and then rotate the peg 
in the opposite direction from that which was used in bringing the e nd 
of the str ing up .from the bottom of the peg box . This, of course , will 
tighten the string. 
It may be necessary to use a small pair of tweezers when 
replacing a s tring on the second peg on the right o.f the peg box. This 
would be the A string on the violin. Oftentimes the peg is built so clos e 
to the s croll that the fingers 'cannot be inserted .far enough to grasp the 
end o.f this particula r string. 
Lubricating the Pegs. For best per.formance the pegs should 
receive special lubrication. Insert them into their r espective hol es and 
withdraw them afte r they have been turned a number of times . Two 
shiny spots will be evident on each peg where it comes in conta ct with 
the walls of the peg box . These a re the areas which must r ece ive the 
lubr ication. Lay the peg on a .fla t sur.face and while turning it s lowly, 
apply a coating of soap to these spots . Insert the peg again and turn it 
in its hole several more times . Withdraw it and apply stick chalk to 
these same areas . If the peg slips too easily when reinserted, apply 
additional chalk. Repeat the process until the desired .fit i s realized. 
If stick chalk is not available, u se a small amount of gr aphite pencil on 
the shiny spots . When using the graphite pencil do not apply the initial 
coating of soap. Be certa in to use the graphite sparingly. 
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Chapter VI. THE PERCUSSION INSTRUME NTS 
Percussion Instruments. The percussion instruments are 
usually the most neglected instruments as far as care and upkeep are 
concerned. Ver y little attention is given to them as long as they 
respond to some degree. Most of the neglect in caring for percussion 
equipment i s the la ck of attention to the heads and snares. In the 
following paragraphs, general suggestions which should be helpful in 
getting the longest possible service from your percussion equipment, 
will be presented. 
Snare Drums . Ther e has always been the age - old a r gument 
about whether it is advisable to l oosen the drum- heads after the drum 
has been used. The average professional drummer will leave his drum -
heads compl etely alone as much as possibl e . Many are of the opinion 
tha t constant loosening or t ightening only tends to weaken the heads . It is 
generally agreed that ordinary weafh:er conditions do not affect the heads 
sufficiently to warr ent re - adj ustment after they have been played upon. 
Varying degrees of heat or cold do not cause the difficulties which arise 
INith regard to drum - heads; it is the condition of the heat or c old which 
is the determining .factor that causes head breakage . Dampness, summer 
or winter, loosens or relaxes the drum - heads while dryness tightens heads. 
If a drum has been tightened beyond normal playing tension on a 
damp day, then the heads must be l oosened the same number of turns as 
it took to pull the heads beyond normal pl aying tension after it has been 
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used. In extreme dryness, the heads must be l oosened to compensate 
.for the added tension which is present or breakage will result. Regard-
less of the type o.f drum used, whether it is o.f the dance, concert or 
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field variety, it is generally a ccepted that the instrument will a lways 
sound bette r if the heads are not r eleased after usage except in extremes 
o.f dryness or dampness . In the event that a drum is not to be used .for a 
few days, the heads should be l oosened. About one complete revolution 
of each s crew is sufficient so that the heads do not reach the point o.f 
complete looseness. This will allow .for unpredictabl e climatic conditions. 
Tensioning the Snare Drum Heads . There are two procedures 
which a re used in tensioning drum heads. The .first is the method which 
is employed when tensioning drums of the parade type where the .flesh 
hoops fit tightly against the drum shell. If is referred to a s the "oppo-
site side rod- tensioning method. " Figure 56 is used to illustrate this 
principle. 
Figure 56 
If the s crew indicated by the l etter " a " is tightened .first, "e" 
which is directly across the head would be tightened next. Tension 
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would then be appl ied to screw "b" a nd " .f" would be tightened irr .medi -
ately afterward. The screw marked " c " would be next .followed by " g". 
Then screw "d" would be tightened before tension is appl ied to screw "h". 
An important consideration is tha t the same amount o.f tension 
should be applied to each screw. To determine whether a head is evenly 
tensioned, snap off the sna r es and tap the head about two inches from 
the hoop opposite each rod as you proceed to tighten them. Be sure to 
get the same pitch at each point. 
The "opposite side rod- tensioning method" is recommended 
.for parade drums with flesh hoops tha t .fit tightly against the drum shell 
be cause if s ever a l quarter turns a re made on any two consecutive s c r ews, 
e .g. " a " and ' 'b" in Figure 56, one side of the .flesh hoop i s l ikely to 
s l ide over the shell of the drum. This often happens as the result o.f 
ca reless tensioning. As a general policy, vrhen tensioning the type of 
drum described above, do not t ighten any rod more than one .full turn a t 
a ny time until an equal amount of tension has been applied to the opposite 
rod. 
The second method for tensioning is r eferred to as the "clockwise " 
or "consecutive tensioning method; ' This tensioning system can be 
successfully used on most of the newer drum models which are construc-
ted with flo ating heads. Very simply, these drums have the flesh hoop 
suspended away .from the drum shell and held firmly in this position so 
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that they ride up and down without coming in contact with the shell 
itself. As a consequence, there is no danger that they will slide over 
the shell as a result of pressure applied in the tensioning process. In 
employing this second method, start with one screw and apply to the 
others consecutively, progressing clockwise around the drum. For 
example, if "a" was tightened .first in Figure 56, then " b " would be 
tensioned immediately afterward. This would be followed by the tighten-
ing of screw "c" and so .forth around the head. It is important, jU:st as 
in the .first method, to apply an equal amount of pressure on each screw. 
This will keep the hoop as even as possibl e while it is being tensioned. 
Test for evenness of tension in the same manner as described .for the 
"opposite side rod- tensioning" method. There is no set rule .for correct 
tension. When the batter head is up to playing tension it should " give" 
just a little to pressure of the forefinger on the center of the head. 
In tensioning the snare drum heads, start with the ba tter hear . 
The batter head is the head which is actually struck with the sticks when 
the drum is being played. In other words, it is the top head. The snare 
head is the bottom head over which the. snares are stretched. The same 
procedure is followed in tensioning the snare head, but do not apply as 
much tension as in the case of the batter head. Test the snare-head 
tension with the fore.finger near the center of the head next to the snares. 
The head should "give" .freely to this pressure, a little more so than 
in the case of the batter head. Most percussionists are of the opinion 
that there should be more tension applied to the batter head than to the 
snare head, a ratio of about three turns to two turns of the key. This 
difference in tension is to make up .for the loss o.f power of the air 
column in traveling from the batter head to the snare head. This a ir 
column must be strong enough to set the snares in motion, hence , the 
lessening of tension on the snare head. 
The heads will tend to settle, or pull down on the shell until the 
tops of the counterhoops will be al most even with the shell. When this 
occurs, the head should be reset ·(this happens to both the batter head 
and the snare head) . 
Re - setting the Drum Head. To re - set the snare side head, 
remove it from the drum and moisten it on both sides with a wet rag or 
sponge until the head i s flabby. Do not moisten the edges near or on the 
flesh hoop . Re - set the head on the shell and apply just enough tension to 
hold the counterhoop in place . Set the drum on the .floor or some other 
flat sur.face with the wet side down and allow it at l east t\Ji,elve hours for 
s l ow drying before using. 
Repeat the same process to r e - set the batter head. To clean 
the batter head use a moistened -cloth and rub the soiled areas lightly. 
After this has been done, replace it in position on the shell with just 
enough tension on it to hold it in place, and allow for slovv drying and 
shrinkage . 
When the drum is taken apart, notice whether or not it has metal 
flesh hoops. If these metal flesh hoops have not been rust proo.fed, it is 
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a good idea to clean them thoroughly and apply several coats o.f good lacquer. 
If this cannot be conveniently accomplished, the local auto paint and . 
trim shop should be able to do the job. The same treatment should be 
given the metal counterhoops . When la cquering these, however, it is 
best to lacquer only the surface which comes in contact with the head. 
This is very important because if a head is mounted on a pla in iron 
counterhoop, the hoop will most l ikely start to rust. The rust will 
eventually ruin the head and cause it to break. 
Check the edge of the shell where the head is drawn over in 
order to be certain that it is absolutely smooth s ince jagged edges could 
tear the head when it is mounted. All of these possible discrepancies 
should be investigated before the head is moistened so that the mounting 
procedure will not be delayed in excess of the prescribed time . When 
a ~rum head is tight, be sure that no water comes in contact with it, 
e specially near the rim, or it is almost certain to break. 
Cleaning the Drum Head. Dirt can be removed from a dry drum 
head by using a rt gum or by washing it with a moistened cloth. Do not 
apply too much water and be careful not to get the head wet nea r the rim. 
Never use chemical s or soap when cleaning a head . Generally speaking, 
it is a good policy not to wash a head more than two or three times since 
it becomes weak if excessively washed. 
Snares. Wire - bound silk snares and the snares commonly 
referred to as "snappi snares " require very little attention except 
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that they have a tendency to cut through the snare head at the edge. One 
·precautionary mea sure is to place a strip of gummed paper about one - half 
inch wide on the head a t the point o.f contact. This will prevent wear 
and in most cases will prevent the head from tearing around the edge. 
If the drum is equipped with gut snares, the snares should be kept taut 
when the drum is not in use. This will prevent the gut snares from 
stretching unevenly or becoming entangl ed . . Gut snares are affected by 
moisture in the a ir and for this reason must have more careful attention 
than the snares of other types. 
Shells. The vent hole on the shell of a drum should be kept .free 
at all times in order to permit air expansion and contraction inside the 
drum caused by the up and down movement o.f the heads . Very often the 
.finish of the drum shell becomes scratched and marred. These marks 
show up readily on lacquered finishes . One method .for removing these 
surface s cratches and hiding marks is to apply Duco Number Seven 
polish to the shell. This adds a protective coating and will keep the 
shell looking much better. At l east once a year the rods should be 
removed from their receiving tubes and a small amount of vaseline 
placed on the threads . Thi s avoids possible stripping of the threads and 
assures the drummer an easier regulation of tension. It al so helps to 
prevent the heads from being pulled down over the shell too far on one 
side, since all of the rods will be free to adjust if pressure is applied. 
Repairs . On the basis of the questionnaire which was sent out, 
the repair which, almos t without exception, every instrumental music 
teacher felt was most frequently performed on the drum was that of 
replacing a broken head. The procedure outlined in the next paragraphs , 
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is a combination of suggestions taken .from the material in the Erick 
Brand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual and the Haskell W. Barr, 
Drum Method, Book.l. 
Tucking a Head. When purchasing a drum head to be tucked, 
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be sure to select a head which is larger than the size of the shell in 
order to allow for tucking around the .flesh hoop . Drum manufacturers 
usually recommend allowing approximately 4" for a snare drum, e .g. for 
a shell which measures 14 inches in diameter, the head purchased for 
tucking must have a diameter of about 18 inches. Before tucking; the 
heads should be soaked in water 'Nhich is either o.f room temperature 
or cooler in order to soften them. Heads contain much gelatin and if 
warm water is used, the gelatin is taken out, ruining the head. The snare 
drum heads should be allowed to soak until they become soft and pliable 
like a wet chamois. This will take approxi mately ten minutes .for snare 
drum heads depending upon the thickness and method of tanning during 
the manufacturing process . 
After it has soaked for the prescribed length o.f time, remove 
it from the water and lay it on a .flat, smooth s urface with the .flesh side 
up. You can determine which side is the .flesh side by scra tching the head 
near the edge with your .fingernail. The fl esh side will be soft and the 
other side, referred to as the hair side, will be very .firm. Remember to 
lay the drum head on the table with the .flesh, or rough side up. Work out 
all of the air bubbles by rubbing your hands .from the center of the head 
to the outside edge, all around, being cautious not to stretch the head unduly. 
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The next step to be taken is to place the .flesh hoop in the center of the 
head, allowing an equal margin all a round for tucking. This is sho·wn in 
Figure 57. 
Proceed to carefully fold the head over the hoop and tuck it under 
the lower inside edge at one particular location on the hoop, being c a re-
Jul to let the .flesh hoop remain in its original position. Then tuck a 
point directly opposite this first tuck. After this has been completed, 
m ake two additional tucks halfway between the first two tucks as illustrated 
in Figure 58. The head will now be held in position on the .flesh hoop at 
four points. 
Figure 57 Figure 58 
If a regular tucking tool is not available, use the handle o.f an 
old style, smooth handled spoon. · 
The tucking process may then be completed, being careful not to 
stretch the head. Merely take up the slack, avoiding wrinkles and 
unevenness . The head should be .forced to the extreme outside of the 
hoop . If the head turns up a little on the outside o.f_ the hoop and leaves 
a little ridge, it will hold better than if it is just shoved under the lower 
side of the hoop. As was stated previously, care should be taken not to 
pull the head too tightly when tucking. If it is a transparent head, which 
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are generally used .for the snare head, excess pressure will turn it white 
or it may pull the hoop and break it. 
It is advisable to let the head dry a few hours before placing it 
on the drum. However, do not let it dry too fast or too thoroughly because 
the shrinking head will warp the flesh hoop. 
During exceptionally dry weather it is advisable to lay a wet 
cloth over the drum head to make it dry more slowly. This is true 
also in the wintertime when the air is artificially: heated, and when 
no means are provided for adding moisture to it.l 
Before the head starts warping the hoop, place it back on the 
drum and pull the counterhoop down on it. Apply just enough pressure 
to hold the hoop in place . On snare drums the counterhoop should be 
pulled down between . a sixteenth of an inch to an eighth of an inch. Allow 
the snare drum heads to dry in this position for twenty-four hours before 
re-tensioning them completely and playing upon them. The center of the 
heads will dry in much less time than the outer rims . The outer areas 
of the heads, however, will not be ready for use until they have been given 
1 Erick D. Rrand, Band Instrument Repairing Manual, Fourth Edition, 
Elkhart, Indiana, Enck D. Brand Company, 1946, p:-17 7. 
at least a .full day to dry thoroughly. 
The Bass Drum. The heads of the bass drum are just as impor -
tant as are those o.f the snare drum. Care should be taken that the he e-ds 
are o.f the same thickness, especially on drums which do not have 
separate tension rods .for each head. Just as was s uggested .for the 
snare drum, the batter head, or the head which is struck, should be the 
tighter of the two heads on the bass drum. This will allow .for the loss 
in air transmission of the blow .from the batter head to the opposite head. 
In this instance, the air column must be strong enough to set the idle 
head in motion. The batter head on the bass drum should be tightened 
approximately four pitches higher than the other head. 
If the heads are not of the same thickness on the single .tension 
drums, (drums that have both heads tightened by the same r od) a 
strong spot on one side will pull a weaker spot on the opposite side 
down farther and cause the drum to become lop-sided. 
Each head should be tensioned the same all around the drum. A 
good procedure to use in testing .for even tensioning is to test the pitch 
at each rod, making certa in that the same pitch is produced at each post. 
Even tensioning prevents ''barks " and enables the drummer to control 
all tones and note valuations. 
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The bass drum tension rods should be greased at l east once every 
two months. No matter what make of drum is used, the rods should be 
lubricated .frequently. Once a year, both heads should be removed from 
1 Haskell W. Harr, Drum Method For Orchestra and Band, (Book One), 
Chicago, Illinois, M.M. Cole Publishing Company, 1937, p . 59. 
the bass drum shell and the shell cleaned thoroughly. The shell edges 
should be paraf.fined at l east one-half inch .from the edge to eliminate 
head binding. 
While the heads are off the drum they should be dampened with 
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a soft cloth; this dampening process to be executed in a circular manner 
around the heads. After this has been done and the drum has been 
properly cleaned and lubrica ted, replace the dampened heads on the shell 
and allow them to dry for at l east .forty-eight hours. The drum should be 
placed in a horizontal position while the drying is taking place . The 
heads should then be secured with the counterhoops and rods . When 
tightening the heads of the bass drum, the "opposite side rod - tensioning 
method" should generally be used. This is especially true when the heads 
are being replaced after having been r emoved. That is to say, that each 
key or rod handle should be given one or two half- turns, then the rod 
opposite should be tensioned with th~ same number of turns . Comple te 
the tensioning operation, in a simila r manner to that described .for the 
snare drum, until all rods on each head have received the proper amount 
of tension. Just as was suggested .for the snare drum heads, the heads 
of the bass drum should not be loosened after use unless extreme climatic 
conditions warrant it. Once the correct tension has been established, 
leave the heads alone as much as possibl e . 
The bass drum should always be kept on a felt -padded stand. 
This will protect the .flesh hoop, rods and shell. In the event that the 
shell becomes marred, apply Duco Number Seven Polish to cover or hide 
these scratches and to add a protective coating. 
Repairs. The replacement of broken bass drum heads will not 
be, in all probability, as frequent as the replacement of snare drum 
heads. However, on the majority of the questionnaires it was listed as 
the most frequent repair which had to be performed on the bass drum. 
The procedure in replacing a bass drum head is exactly the same as 
the method outlined for the replacement of snare drum heads, with a .fe w 
exceptions. 
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Tucking the Bass Drum Head. In purchasing a bass drum head to 
be tucked it is advisabl e to allow six inches for tucking. For a bass drum 
with a diameter of 28" the head purchased for tucking should have a 
diameter of approximately 34 " . The bass drum head may require con-
siderably more time of soaking than did the snare drum head before it 
will become sufficiently pliable and soft. This process may take as much 
as twenty- five minutes . Again, be sure to examine the shell and rods for 
possible repairs before the head is allowed to soak. Remove the head as 
soon as it has become "workable " and prepare it for tucking in the same 
manner as described for the snare drum head. After it ha s been mounted 
on the flesh hoop l et it dry a few hours and then place it on the shell 
before it starts to warp the hoop . Pull the counterhoop down over the 
flesh hoop a distance of about one - eighth of an inch and allow the head 
to dry .for at least forty- eight hours before using. Place the drum in a 
horizontal position while the heads are drying. Be sure not to apply ten-
sion by using the tensioning rods while the heads are drying. This will 
undoubtedly rip the heads where the .flesh hoops and counterhoops come 
into contact. 
The Tympani. At l east twice a year the "kettle " of the tympani 
should be cleaned and lubricated. To do this the head must be removed 
from the kettle and the top o.f the kettle should be cleaned with a strip 
of emery cloth. Then apply paraffin, which acts as a dry lubricant and 
prevents the head .from squeaking on dry copper. Oil and grease all 
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metal moving parts, that is, the tension screws and pedal mechanism, 
(turn the kettle upside down so that you can get at all of the moving parts). 
Do not apply vasoline or grease of any kind on the tympani heads them -
selves. When the tympani is not in use it should be covered with fibre 
disc head protectors. In addition to these, it is recommended that 
.fleece lined tympani covers be used in order to keep out dust and dirt. 
It is natural for calfskin tympani heads to shrink or stretch 
a ccording to climatic conditions. Dry heat or cold will shrink the heads. 
Dampness, especially out o.f doors, will stretch the heads . 
In a dry room or climate, the tension of the tympani head should 
not be released after using. That is, leave the toe of the .foot pedal 
set for the high note on each of the instruments . In an extremely 
damp climate, leave the heads loose when not in use.l 
Be sure that there is always a sufficient tuning collar on each 
tympani. The tuning collar is the vertical area from the inside of the 
counterhoop to the spot where the head levels out .flatly across the 
kettle. This is particularly important on the l arge tympani so that low 
1ViTilliam F. Ludwig, Ludwig Drum Instructor, Number 1060, Chicago, 
Illinois, W.F.L. Drum Company. 
tones can be obtained. That is, there must be at l east a half- inch 
tuning collar and the head should be drawn down one - half inch evenly 
all around below the rim of the kettle. If low tones cannot be obtained 
due to the lack of sufficient tuning collar, it is necessary to re - set the 
head. 
Re - setting the Tympani Head. First, remove all tension s crews 
and the counterhoop. Allow the head to rest on the kettle and moisten 
the top of the head thoroughly over the entire skin. Be sure to permit 
the moisture to soak in. This may be .facilitated by using the palm o.f 
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the hand to spread the water evenly so that it will not stand in beads or 
puddles. Only moisten the top s ide of the head. It will r equire approximate -
ly fifteen to twenty-five minutes to soften the head sufficiently. Then 
replace the counterhoop and the tension rods. Apply tension by means 
of the tension r ods. Be certain that the pedal has .full spring on in the 
meantime. Do not release the spring tension when removing the head. 
Draw the head down evenly about a half-inch by means of the collar 
s crews and allow ten to .fourteen hours for slow drying. The s l ow drying 
i s necessary in order to retain transparency o.f the head. In a dry 
climate or if the tympani is kept in warm rooms, this stretching opera-
tion is necessary, perhaps twice a year . This is especially true with 
regard to new instruments because the heads are more susceptible to 
weather conditions than a head that bas become thoroughly set. After 
using the instr uments, l eave all tension on except, o.f course, when the 
tympani is used outdoors or in a damp climate . For best r esults, it i s 
suggested that the heads be changed a t least every two years; every 
year would actually be better. 
Repairs. Again, the questionnaire indicates that it is the pro -
blem of replacing a head which seems to be the most .frequent repair 
performed on the tympani. It is advisable to purchase tympani heads 
which have already been mounted on flesh hoops when a broken head 
must be replaced. Most deale rs have these available. When ordering 
this type of head, merely specify the size o.f the kettle which it is to 
fit. This should be done in terms of diameter measurement. When you 
r eceive such a head, place it on the kettle and moisten the top side in 
order to stretch the new head for a sufficient tuning collar . In the event 
tha t it is necessary to tuck a tympan~ the .following suggestions will 
prove helpful. 
Tucking the Tympani Head. When selecting a head .for tucking 
be sure to allow approximately six inches of extra head over and above 
the diameter measurement of the kettle which is to be fitted. Thus, a 
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· thirty- one inch head is required .for a tympani with a diameter o.f twenty-
five inches . Before the tucking process begins, it is necessary to have 
some s lack in the center o.f the head. This is a ccomplished by placing 
an inverted bowl under the center of the head while tucking. Either 
side may be placed up when tucking a calfsldn tympani head. The 
tympani head should be soaked .for approximately one hour in lukewarm 
water. After it has been soaked, the tucking method is exactly the same 
as .for the bass drum with the exception o.f the s la ck taken up in the 
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center of the head. Be sure to tuck the head evenly. After the 
tucking has been completed, remove all of the excess water and then 
place the head in posit~on on the kettle without replacing the counterhoop. 
The head should be allowed to dry .for twenty-four hours without tension 
of any kind, either from the counterhoop or from the tension screws. 
When the head is thoroughly dried, it will probably be tight and 
in order to mount it permanently, it will be necessary to follow the 
procedure outlined previously .for the re-seating o.f tympani heads. 
This includes wetting the top side a second time until it is very so.ft. 
Care should be taken at this point not to soak the head at its outer 
extremities or near the .flesh hoop. There is the danger that if i t 
becomes pliable in this area, the head will come away .from the .flesh 
hoop and the tucking will have to be repeated. While the head is soft 
replace the counterhoop and tension screws. Next, apply enough ten-
sion to pull the head down approximately one -half inch which will 
form the correct tuning collar. When mounting the tympanium hea d on 
the kettle there is one important procedure to follow. Look at the 
tympanium head and a white line running down the center o.f the head 
will be readily evident. This line indicates the portion of the head which 
covered the back-bone of the calf. When the head is mounted on the 
tympanium this line should be placed so that it will never be hit when 
the tympanium is played. The pitch which results when this area of 
the head is struck is not resonnant. This line, in effect, is the dead spot 
of the head. Mount the head so that this line runs at a right angle to the 
pedal. This is illustrated in Figure 59 . 
WHilE: J...IN£-
Figure 59 
Cymbal s. The best way to clean cymbals is by using jeweler ' s 
rouge, a hand buff, or a non- abrasive cleaning powder such as Bon Ami, 
with a dry cloth. Cymbals should never be subjected to machine buffing. 
This harmful process damages the tone by reducing the ridges which 
act as "sound tracks " and heat created by .friction takes the temper out. 
"Cra cked cymbals are best discarded. A crack renders lifeless the 
vibrating track or sound tracks o.f the cymbal. Cutting out o.f wedge -
shaped pieces only further deadens the cymbal. ,1 If a cymbal begins to 
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lAvedis Zildjian, The Use of Cymbals in Band, Orchestra, and Bugle Corps, 
Avedi s Zildj ian Company, 1949, p . 10. 
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crack, never try to weld it, since heat will ruin cymbal metal. 
To pack cymbals, nest one within the other, the smallest on top 
in the case of more than one pair. Do not j am down the lid of the 
carrying case since good cymbals are often sprung and cracked by such 
carelessness. It should be remembered that cymbals, like other musical 
instruments, cannot be maltreated. When purchasing cymbals, be certain 
that they have been paired at the factory since cymbals which have been 
correctly matched will have unified tonal characteristics and will react 
similarly during climatic changes . 
Repairs . Probably the only repair which the average instrumen-
tal music teacher will have to perform on the cymbals will be to replace 
the cymbal straps. Incidentally, every professional percussionist who 
was contacted recommended that leather s traps and fleece pads be used 
as "handles" for the cymbals in preference to wooden handles mounted 
with metal bolts. They IT_laintained that in so doing, cracks would be 
minimized and the tone quality would be enhanced. 
Mounting Cymbal Straps . As stated above, it is advisabl e to 
use leather straps and fleece pads as handles .for the cymbal. The .f irst 
step is to gather the .four ends of the strap and pass them through the 
hole in the fleece pad. Next, push the four ends through the hole in the 
cup of the cymbal so that they come out on the concave side of the cup. 
Lay the four ends flat on the cymbal at right angles to each other and 
number them arbitrarily one through .four. The straps then should be 
tied with the simple square knot as diagrammed in Figure 61. The 
.following are the specific steps to be taken as shown in Figure 61. 
l. Fold thong #1 to the right over #2. 
2. Lift up the end of #2 , fold it over #1, and in the direction of, 
and across #3. 
3. Fold #3 up and over #2 and in the direct ion of, and a cross #4 . 
4. Then fold #4 up and over #3 and through the loop of #l. 
P ull all of the ends equally tight and the knot is tied and will 
remain secure. If the ends are too l ong, cut them off at the edge of the 
cymbal cup with a razor blade . Do not cut them o.ff at the knot since 
you may want to make adj ustments if the straps stretch when used. 
A c 
E F 
Figure 601 
1 Haskell W. Harr, Drum Method For Orchestra and Band, Book One, 
Chicago, Illinois, M.M. Cole P ublishing Company, 1937, p . 60. 
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APPENDIX 
Boston University 
Myles Standish Hall 
182 
30 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 
April 4, 1955 
Dear Music Director= 
In partial fulfillme nt o.f the r equirements .for a Master ' s 
Degree with a major in Music Education at Boston University, I a m 
writing a thesis on the Techniques .for the Care and Repair o.f Band 
and Orchestral Instruments. Enclosed is a questionnaire which I 
sincerely hope you will .find time to answer and return. 
The objective of the thesis is to pres ent a .functional hand-
book which will offer information regarding instrument care as 
well as suggestions for r epairs which can successfully be performed 
by the instrumenta l music tea cher. It is hoped that specific data 
will be given which will help the r eader to anticipate particular pro -
blems and o.ffer assistance in their prevention and/ or solution. 
Thank you .for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
Albert J. Lathan 
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- Questionnaire-
Part 1 
1. Name of town or city. 
2. What is the approximate enrollment of your senior high s chool? 
Is it a three year of a four year high school? ( 3)_(4) :._ 
3. How many students do you have in your high school instru-
mental program? 
4. Is there an instrument repairman availabl e in your particular 
location? ~yes) · (no) 
If so, is he a brass ~nstrum~nt. specialist? yes) ~no)= 
If so, is he a woodwmd spec1ahst? yes) no) 
Is he a string specialist? (yes)-(no)-
Is he a percussion instrument specialist? (yes)=(no)= 
5. As the instrumental music teacher, do you perform most of 
the repairs during the course of a year? (ye2)~(no) 
6. Have you had .formal training in instrument repair work? (yes)_(no) 
7. Is there an instrument repair kit available to you? (yes)_(no) 
8. How many of the following tools do you have at your disposal? 
a . Work bench f. Set, small .faced screNdrivers 
b. Bench vise g. Needle-nose pliers 
c. Bunsen burner h. Knife 
d. Wooden mallet - · i. Soldering iron 
e. Repair hammer= j. Hand .file 
k . Tweezers 
9. Do you own an instrument repair manual or handbook? (yes) (no) 
-
1 0. Do you send your instruments to the manufacturer .for 
major repair work or re-conditioning? (yes) (no) 
-
11. Do you send your instruments to a local repair shop .for 
major repair work or re-conditioning? (yes) (no) 
-
12. Does your school system pay only for the repair of school 
owned instruments? -- (yes) (no) 
-
13. Approximately how many of the below named instruments do you 
have in your high school? (If your answer to question /f12 was 
" yes ", list only the school owned instruments. If your answer 
was "no", please indicate your entire complement of instruments.) 
Alto horns 
-French horns 
-cornets 
-Trumpets 
- Trombones 
Flutes 
-Oboes 
-E-fla t Clarinets 
-.. -. B-flat Cla rinets 
-Alto Clurinets 
Violins 
-violas 
-Cellos 
-Bass Viols 
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- Baritone horns 
- Tubas 
-Bass Clarinets 
-Bassoons 
Field snare drums 
-Concert snare drums 
· =Sousaphones -E -flat Alto Saxophones 
-B-flat Tenor Saxophones 
=E -flat Baritone Saxophones 
-Bass drums 
. = Tympani 
14. Approximately how much does your school spend for instrument 
repairs during the school year? (Instruments contained in the high 
school.) 
$10. $25. $ '75. $10Q $150. $200. $250. $300. $400. over $500 
Part 2 
1. Place #1 over the "family" of instruments which you have found 
requires the most frequent repairs . 
{Brass) (Woodwind) (String) (Percussion) 
2. Rank the brass instruments which you .feel require the most .fre-
quent repairs by using #1 to indicate the one requiring the most, 
through #6 for the one requiring the least frequent repairs. 
Alto horn 
-French horn 
_Cornet or Trumpet 
Trombone 
-Baritone horn 
-Basses 
3. Use #1 to indicate the woodwind instrument requiring the most fre-
quent repairs through #7 to indicate the one requiring the least 
frequent repairs. 
F lute 
- Oboe 
- Clarinet 
- Alto Clarinet 
Bass Clarinet 
- Bassoon 
= Saxophone 
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4 . Please list, in order o.f .frequency, the repair problems which you 
have found most. common to each instrument; (e .g. , pad repla cement, 
broken springs, bent keys, damaged valve casings, stuck valves, cork 
replacement, etc .) P l ease indicate all repair problems, major and 
minor, whether or not you make the repair or send the instrument to 
a professional person. 
Flute Saxophones Tubas or Sousaphones 
a . a. a . 
b. b. b . 
c . c. c. 
d. d. d. 
e . e . e . 
Oboe French horn Violins or Violas 
a a a . 
b . b. b . 
c . c. c. 
d. d d . 
e . e. e . 
Clarinets Trumpet or Cornet Cellos and Bass Viols 
a. a . a . 
b. b. b. 
c . c. c. 
d. d. d. 
e. e . e . 
Alto and Bass Clarinet Trombone Snare drum 
a. a . a . 
b. b. b . 
c . c. c . 
d. d. d. 
e . e. e . 
Bassoon Baritone horn Tympani 
a. a . a . 
b. b. b . 
c . c. c. 
d. d. ·d .• 
e . e . e . 
5. Thank you. 
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